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1. Project Overview

Project Information

1.1 Project Information

Project Title:
Modelling the Economic 
Reactions Linking Individual 
Networks (MERLIN)

Project Location(s):
Oxfordshire, UK / Fort William, 
UK / Ontario, Canada

Project Start Date: 06/01/2020

Project End Date: TBC

Consortium Lead 
Organisation:

Scottish & Southern Electricity 
Networks (SSEN)

Contact Name: Rhys Williams

Email Address: rhys.williams1@sse.com 

Phone Number: 07469 411 348

1.2 Project Summary

1.2.1 Problem Statement

MERLIN addresses three problems:

1.  Commercially available Power Systems Analysis  
(PSA) tools only allow users to perform physics-based 
modelling to determine reinforcement requirements. 
Economic analysis is performed in spreadsheets 
outside of these tools to determine cost-effective 
investment. As flexible services become increasingly 
integrated into distribution networks there will be a 
need to integrate physics and economic modelling 
in one tool. If this does not occur there will be a 
risk of delaying investments or making sub-optimal 
investment decisions.

2.  SSEN has little experience in running day ahead 
markets or the tools required to operate them, which 
will be needed as large and small-scale flexible 
service usage increases.

3.  SSEN’s current process for building network models  
is not efficient enough for the additional work 
required for modelling large numbers of flexible 
services. This could negatively impact the 
enablement of flexible services on our network.

More information about the MERLIN project can be 
found here: https://project-merlin.co.uk 
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1.2.2 Solution Summary

To address these problems, MERLIN developed three 
tools as described below.

4.  MERLIN has developed Opus One’s PSA tool  
(GridOS IDP), so it can be used by UK Distribution 
Network Operators (DNOs). We have developed 
the tool to include cost benefit analysis (CBA) 
functionality that follows Energy Networks 
Association (ENA) guidelines. We have included 
additional functionality proposed by the University  
of Cambridge, that values the societal costs of 
utilising flexible services and assists with investment 
decision making. This integration allows Network 
Planners to compare both the physics and economic 
impact of traditional reinforcement and flexible 
service investment in a single tool.

5.  MERLIN has developed Opus One’s GridOS 
Transactive Energy (TE) tool, so it can be used by 
UK DNOs and flexible service providers. The tool 
has been developed to test use cases that are being 
trialled by the SSEN TRANSITION Project. Current 
practice is to engage flexible service providers 
that can manage significant network constraints. 
This involves lengthy tendering, which targets 
large flexible service providers. GridOS TE has 
been developed for live trials in the Local Energy 
Oxfordshire (LEO) project where a number of 
flexible services, large and small, will be able to 
participate. This has introduced SSEN and flexible 
service providers to day-ahead and intra-day market 
operations and the feedback has been used to help 
with further development and integration of the tool 
into SSEN business as usual (BaU) processes. 

6.  MERLIN has also developed the Open Grid Systems 
Cimphony tool to bring together a huge amount 
of network data from various sources into a single 
tool. The work done here has demonstrated that 
modelling tasks that take up to a week to complete 
can now be done at the click of a button. This is an 
extremely significant step forward, which will be 
necessary for network modelling and sharing data.
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1.2.3	 Benefit	to	Stakeholders	

•  SSEN: Demonstrated that significant cost savings  
and efficiencies can be realised. Trialling novel tools 
are enabling the transition towards Distribution 
System Operator (DSO) functionality through flexible 
service markets adoption. 

•  Hydro Ottawa: Trialling Opus One tools has 
demonstrated that cost savings can be realised  
when contracting flexible services.

•  Opus One: Development of flagship products, 
GridOS TE & IDP, has progressed and both are  
now operating within the UK for the first time with 
plans to expand.

•  OGS: Development of the Cimphony tool has led to 
additional projects and an opportunity to implement 
the tool as part of SSEN’s digital strategy.

•  Cambridge EPRG: Improved expertise and developed 
strong industry relationships to enable future 
academic/business projects.

•  BEIS/Ofgem/Customers: Proved that MERLIN 
outcomes assist with the enablement of flexible 
services, support many businesses and reduce  
costs of customer bills.

•  Flexibility Service Providers: Enables small scale 
flexible services to provide services to the DNO  
and compete against large services.

 Additional stakeholders benefiting from MERLIN  
shown below. These are companies that were funded  
by MERLIN to provide services e.g. System planning  
work, marketing, design, IT security and account  
auditing.
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1.2.4  Public Summary of the Project

Forecasts suggest that the electrification of heat and 
transport will cost the UK billions of pounds and will 
cause significant increases in the cost of electricity. 
Flexible services, such as increasing or decreasing  
energy demand and energy storage, will be necessary 
to manage increasingly complex energy flows, remove 
network constraints and potentially save billions of 
pounds by avoiding further investment in network 
infrastructure. 

The aim of the MERLIN project was to develop the 
technologies needed to manage the large numbers 
of flexible services forecasted to appear soon on UK 
networks. These technologies include:

1.  A long-term investment planning tool that could be 
used by the electricity network operators to plan 
and forecast future scenarios and make the most 
technical and financially sound decisions to manage 
the grid (GridOS Integrated Distribution Planning  
(IDP) Tool).

2.  A tool that will be needed to manage the day-to-day 
dispatch of flexible services by operational staff i.e. 
a market platform tool that dispatches the optimal 

flexible service for any given use case with the  
prime function of saving money. (GridOS Transactive  
Energy (TE) Tool).

3.  To support these tools, the project also developed 
the Cimphony tool, which combines a variety of 
data sets into common information model (CIM) 
format for the purpose of building network models 
and sharing data. This work has proven that network 
model creation can now be done instantly, saving 
time and money.

The GridOS IDP tool was developed to perform  
long-term network investment studies so that planners 
can now model the cost implications of flexible services 
and network reinforcement in a single tool. Previously  
this had to be done on separate tools, which will be too 
time consuming as modelling requirements increase  
with more flexible service uptake. 

MERLIN has demonstrated how a day-ahead/intra-
day flexible service market could be run via simulation 
exercises using the GridOS TE tool. This is the first time 
SSEN has performed such a trial and the findings help 
push the tool towards commercialisation.
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Consortium Team

1.3  Consortium Team 

Member Organization 1: Scottish & Southern Electricity Networks (SSEN)

Contact Information: Inveralmond House, 200 Dunkeld Road, Perth, PH1 3AQ

Nature of Contribution (cash, in-kind, amounts):
Cash contribution via the Ofgem Network Innovation Allowance 
(NIA) funds for networks.
35% of project work was funded this way.

Summary of Organization’s Role in Project:

• Provision of overall project management (Lead Partner)
• Provision of technical experts to perform tasks, review 

deliverables and quality check models
• Provision of network data for modelling tasks
• Performing network modelling tasks (via sub-contractor RINA)
• Liaising and aligning with Energy Industry DSO work
• Dissemination of learning through marketing materials, 

webinars and workshops
• Developing, testing and trialing Opus One tools
• Collaborating with partners to create reports, load/gen 

forecasts and customise Opus One tools

Member Organization 2: Open Grid Systems Ltd

Contact Information: 18 Bothwell St, Glasgow G2 6NU

Nature of Contribution (cash, in-kind, amounts):
In-kind contribution via uncharged time spent towards meeting 
project deliverables. 
30% of project work was funded this way.

Summary of Organization’s Role in Project:

• Reporting and evaluating SSEN data required for the purpose 
of building CIM network models

• Converting SSEN network model data into CIM format
• Converging CIM formatted data to create network models  

in CIM format
• Provision of completed network models in CIM format
• Reporting on CIM integration and data requirements

Member Organization 3: University of Cambridge Energy Policy Research Group (EPRG)

Contact Information:
Cambridge Judge Business School, University of Cambridge, 
Trumpington Street, Cambridge, CB2 1AG

Nature of Contribution (cash, in-kind, amounts):
N/A – University of Cambridge EPRG were not required to 
contribute as they are an academic institution

Summary of Organization’s Role in Project:

• Academic research into smart network modelling, regulation 
and policy to provide ‘best practice’ feedback to the project 
team for the purpose of developing modelling tools

• Provision of expert advice and strategy guidance
• Creating Cost Benefit Analyses and evaluating network model 

commercial outputs
• Disseminating learning through academic channels i.e. papers 

and conferences

Member Organization 4: Hydro Ottawa Holding Inc

Contact Information:
2711 Hunt Club Road, PO Box 8700/chemin Hunt Club, 
C.P. 8700 Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1G 3S4
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Nature of Contribution (cash, in-kind, amounts):
In-kind contribution via uncharged time spent towards  
meeting project deliverables.
40% of project work was funded this way.

Summary of Organization’s Role in Project:

• Trialled Distribution Locational Marginal Pricing (DLMP) 
methodology

• DLMP Report Creation
• Dissemination of project findings in Canada
• Provision of Regulatory insight in Canada

1.4 Demonstration Project Tasks and Associated Lifecycle Phases

Project Tasks Start Date End Date Description Outputs

1.0 Phase 1 – Define

1.00

M0: Evaluate network 
model standards & 
scope M1 international 
experience summary 
report

2020-01-06 2020-02-28

M0: Create summary 
report detailing SSEN 
network model standards  
& scope document for  
the M1 report

1. OGS worked closely with 
SSEN to determine what 
standards are being utilised 
e.g. For PSSE, GIS, etc.
2. OGS compares these 
standards vs what is being 
utilised internationally and 
perform gap analysis
3. Cambridge drafted a 
scope document detailing 
the work to be carried out 
in Milestone 1

1.01
Evaluate network model 
standards

2020-02-01 2020-04-30

Create a summary report 
on DNO/DSO data 
standards & requirements 
for Cimphony and Gird OS 
tools

1. OGS worked closely with 
Opus One to understand 
data requirements 
2. OGS worked closely  
with SSEN IT Security, GIS, 
PSSE & PowerON users 
able to assist with data 
extraction and storage/
handling/processing 
requirements

1.02

M1: Evaluate and report 
International experience 
in smart platforms for 
planning and trading

2020-02-01 2020-04-30

M1: Create report on  
smart platforms for 
planning and trading 
highlighting applicability  
to MERLIN

1. Developed matrix of 
international best practice 
for planning and trading 
smart platforms
2. Report investigated 
pros and cons of different 
related initiatives approx. 
40 looked at. Plus looked 
at Opus One competitors. 
Objective: who has a 
working platform at the 
moment and tease out 
best practice insights 
and provide direction. 
Opus One GridOS also 
investigated at this stage

Member Organization 4: Hydro Ottawa Holding Inc
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Project Tasks Start Date End Date Description Outputs

1.0 Phase 1 – Define

1.03
Obtain network models 
and convert to CIM 
format

2020-01-06 2020-04-30

Demonstration - Prove 
successful import of 
complete CIM models and 
review internally. Provide 
vulnerability reports from 
penetration testing

1. Obtained PowerON, 
PSSE & GIS Data
2. Exported Data to 
Cimphony
3. Audited Data in 
Cimphony to ensure 
complete data transfer
4. Converted Data to CIM
5. Imported CIM data to 
GridOS
6. Tested GridOS data 
against Power System 
Studies for accuracy
7. Demonstrated that 
transfer is complete and 
is working correctly on 
GridOS
8. Performed penetration 
test between SSEN and 
OGS systems and OGS to 
Opus One systems

1.04

Define the ‘path of least 
regrets’ based on Open 
Networks outputs and 
its impact on planning, 
system operations, 
and transactive energy 
markets 

2020-01-06 2020-04-30

Create short report 
mapping Open Networks 
least-regrets (Baringa 
Impact Assessment  
Report) with possible 
MERLIN activities

1. Reviewed Baringa report 
on ‘path of least regrets’
2. Collaborative discussion 
on what tasks taken 
forward from Baringa 
report
3. Created report detailing 
Baringa path of least 
regrets and what activities 
MERLIN tackled within the 
report

1.05

Evaluate technology, 
network models, 
investment planning, 
policy barriers & utility 
standards in Canada, GB, 
and Europe

2020-03-02 2020-08-31

Report on international 
best practice of Modelling 
tools (similar to GridOS), 
Regulations, Policies & 
Procedures, Investment 
Planning and other 
enablers that can be 
used as core learnings for 
MERLIN

1. Evaluated & reported  
on international best 
practice of Modelling 
tools (similar to GridOS), 
Regulations, Policies & 
Procedures, Investment 
Planning and other 
enablers. This involved 
creating an evaluation 
mechanism e.g. Matrix
2. Reported how learnings 
can be utilised within the 
MERLIN project
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Project Tasks Start Date End Date Description Outputs

1.0 Phase 1 – Define

1.06
Develop a Valuation 
Mechanism for distributed 
energy resources

2020-03-01 2020-08-31
Create & Report on the 
valuation mechanism 
methodology

1. Developed a valuation 
mechanism for DER  
e.g. social CBA
2. Collaborated to ensure 
all parties are happy with 
the mechanism
3. Created short summary 
report on mechanism 
methodology, how to use 
& key insights

1.07

Tool customisation 
(GridOS Integrated 
Distribution Planning for 
Power Systems Analysis)

2020-02-01 2020-08-31
Report on tool 
customisation changes

1. Customised IDP tool 
based on previous reports, 
data and network model 
testing & include possible 
future customisations
2. Tested tool 
customisation was 
successful
3. Demonstrated to 
relevant actors that 
tool customisation was 
successful
4. Detailed customisation 
changes in a report

1.08
Run scenario baseline 
analyses in GridOS IDP

2020-03-01 2020-08-31
Create summary report  
on scenario outputs

1. Defined/Constructed 
baseline scenarios to be 
modelled (e.g. high DER 
uptake, low DER uptake.
2. Ran scenarios in GRID 
IDP
3. Created summary report 
detailing scenario outputs

1.09
M2: Report the results 
of Phase 1, defining the 
investment scenarios

2020-02-01 2020-08-31
M2: Create summary 
report detailing phase 1 
deliverables

1. Created summary  
report detailing all  
phase 1 deliverables  
(esp. investment scenarios  
and model inputs to be 
used in future phases)
2. Stakeholder 
engagement: linked up  
and demonstrated findings 
to other industry interested 
parties
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2.0 Phase 2 – Model

2.01

Define the Transactive 
Energy Management 
structure (rules, 
regulation, design, etc.)

2020/08/01 2021/02/28

Report defining the 
Transactive Energy 
Management structure 
(rules, regulation, design, 
etc.)

1. Collaborative discussion 
determined the TEM 
structure (international 
research and TRANSITION 
research assisted)
2. Documented the 
TEM structure i.e. rules, 
regulations, design, etc.

2.02

Build the load/generation 
forecasts for the models 
based on processes 
developed by other 
industry demonstrator 
projects

2020/08/01 2021/05/31

Document the load/
generation forecasts for 
the models based on 
processes developed 
by other industry 
demonstrator projects

1. Built the load/generation 
forecasts for Oxfordshire 
using TRANSITION data
2. Built the load/generation 
forecasts for Fort William 
using Regen data
3. Documented load/
generation forecasts used

2.03

M3: Explore the 
Regulation and policies 
for the smart integration 
of DER

2020/08/01 2021/02/28
M3: Report on regulation 
and policies and those 
specific to MERLIN

1. Researched the 
international regulation 
and policies surrounding 
the smart integration of 
DER i.e. how regulation 
helped or hindered DER 
uptake
2. Reported on the 
regulation and policies and 
those specific to MERLIN

2.04

Review the Distribution 
Locational Marginal 
Pricing (DLMP) 
methodology from the 
Canadian IESO project 
and identify concepts  
to be tested

2020/04/01 2021/02/28

Summary report on 
Distribution Locational 
Marginal Principal concepts 
to be tested

1. Reviewed the DLMP 
pricing methodology from 
the Canadian IESO project 
and identified concepts to 
be tested
2. Created summary report 
on DLMP concepts tested
3. Understood what the 
view on DLMP was within 
the UK

2.05

Model distribution 
planning scenarios in 
GridOS IDP (Power 
Systems Analysis)

2020/04/01 2021/03/31
Create summary report 
on scenario outputs from 
model runs

1. Defined/Constructed 
scenarios to be modelled
2. Modelled distribution 
planning scenarios in 
GridOS IDP (Power 
Systems Analysis) – This 
was an iterative process 
that tested various market 
rules and understood 
outputs
3. Created summary report 
on scenario outputs from 
modelling

2.06
Define and report 
the data access and 
integration requirements 

2020/08/01 2021/03/31
Summary report defining 
data access and integration 
requirements

1. Reported on the data 
access and integration 
requirements

Project Tasks Start Date End Date Description Outputs
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2.0 Phase 2 – Model

2.07

Report the modelling 
results and Power 
Systems Economics 
roadmap

2020/08/01 2021/03/31
Develop & Integrate Power 
Systems Economics 
roadmap into a report

1. Reported on Power 
Systems Economics 
roadmap

2.08

Tool customization 
(GridOS Transactive 
Energy Management 
for Power Systems 
Economics)

2020/08/01 2021/03/31

Report on TE tool 
customisation changes 
based on previous task 
research

1. Customised TE tool 
based on previous PSE 
reports
2. Tested tool 
customisation was 
successful
3. Demonstration – Proved 
successful customisation 
worked
4. Reported on tool 
customisation changes 
based on previous task 
research

2.09
M4: Investment Scenario 
Modelling Complete 

2020/04/01 2021/03/31
M4: Report on Investment 
Scenario Modelling Tasks

1. Documented / collated 
evidence from previous 
tasks to prove scenario 
modelling was complete

3.0 Phase 3 – Implement

3.01

Develop implementation 
and operation plan for 
Phase 4 and document in 
a report M5

2020/09/01 2021/03/31

M5: Create implementation 
and operation plan for 
Phase 4 and document in 
a report

1. Developed 
implementation and 
operation plan for  
Phase 4 and documented 
in a report i.e. a project 
plan for the live 
demonstration phase
2. Included market 
principles from task  
3.02 running in parallel 
within plan

3.02
Identify Canadian market 
principles to test in 
simulation

2020/09/01 2021/03/31
Document Canadian 
market principles for 
testing in simulation

1. Identified Canadian 
market principles to test 
in simulation. Work from 
previous tasks drawn upon 
here

3.03

Lab configuration 
and set-up (software/
hardware integrations, 
software deployment, 
cybersecurity set-up, 
testing, etc.)

2020/09/01 2020/11/30 Set-up lab (digital)

1. Planned Lab 
configuration and set-
up (software/hardware 
integrations, software 
deployment, cybersecurity 
set-up, testing, etc.)
2. Set up Lab

Project Tasks Start Date End Date Description Outputs
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3.0 Phase 3 – Implement

3.04

Simulation of 
methodologies 
developed in Phase 2 
in near real time in Fort 
William

2020/10/01 2021/06/30
Document key findings of 
Fort William simulation

1. Ran simulation of Fort 
William in lab
2. Tested simulation for 
errors (mainly to ensure it 
didn’t occur in real world 
environment)
3. Documented key 
findings of Fort William 
simulation
4. Updated project plan  
for Oxfordshire

3.05

Define and report the 
power system economic 
requirements based on 
simulations

2020/10/01 2021/06/30

Report on the power 
system economic 
requirements from  
the simulation

1. Defined and reported 
the power system 
economic requirements 
based on simulations

3.06

Perform Cost Benefit 
Analysis to quantify 
the benefits and their 
distribution across the 
different parties

2020/10/01 2021/06/30

Create Cost Benefit 
Analyses to quantify 
benefits of simulation 
runs

1. Created CBA Template 
and Methodology using 
best practice techniques
2. Performed Cost Benefit 
Analysis to quantify 
the benefits and their 
distribution across the 
different parties

3.07
M6: Completion of 
simulation in Fort William

2020/10/01 2021/06/30
M6: Summary report on 
key findings of Fort William 
simulation

1. Compiled all findings 
and reports from Fort 
William simulation
2. Documented findings  
in a single report

4.0 Phase 4 – Operate

4.01

Configuration and 
set-up (software/
hardware integrations, 
software deployment, 
cybersecurity set-
up, testing etc.) of 
demonstration

2020/11/01 2021/07/31
Set-up demonstration  
lab (digital)

1. Planned demonstration 
configuration and set-up
2. Configuration and set-
up (software/hardware 
integrations, software 
deployment, cybersecurity 
set-up, testing etc.) of 
demonstration
3. Set up test lab
4. Tested run of 
demonstration project

4.02
Trial use of the transactive 
energy management tool 
and methodologies 

2021/02/01 2021/07/31
Document key findings  
of simulation

1. Ran simulation
2. Tested simulation for 
errors  
3. Documented key 
findings i.e. use of the 
transactive energy 
management tool by 
participants, including 
stakeholder feedback

Project Tasks Start Date End Date Description Outputs
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4.0 Phase 4 – Operate

4.03

Develop the baseline Cost 
Benefit Analysis, based on 
trial feedback, to quantify 
the benefits and their 
distribution across the 
different parties

2021/02/01 2021/07/31

Create Cost Benefit 
Analyses to quantify 
benefits of simulation  
runs

1. Developed CBA 
Template and 
Methodology based on 
trial feedback
2. Performed Cost Benefit 
Analysis to quantify 
the benefits and their 
distribution across the 
different parties

4.04
M7: Launch/Completion 
of trial

2020/11/01 2021/07/31
M7: Summary Report 
on key findings of 
demonstration

1. Compiled all findings 
and reports from 
simulation
2. Documented findings  
in a single report

5.0
Phase 5 – Project 
Management

5.1
Ongoing project 
management and 
monthly status reports

01/01/2020 31/08/2020
Create and disseminate 
status reports

1. Created status reports 
detailing project progress/
blockers, budget etc.
2. Managed partner 
meetings and workshops

6.0 Phase 6 – Dissemination

6.1
Ongoing dissemination of 
results at industry events 
and media channels

01/01/2020 31/08/2020

Dissemination of results  
at industry events 
and media channels 
throughout the project 
lifecycle and closedown

1. Disseminated milestone 
reports to key industry 
stakeholders
2. Disseminated learnings 
through media e.g. 
conference, website, etc.
3. Created Dissemination 
plan

6.2
M8: Create Economics for 
integration of DER report

01/05/2021 31/08/2021
M8: Create Economics for 
integration of DER report

1. Created final report on 
Economics for integration 
of DER utilising previous 
reports and learnings from 
this project

6.3 Create Closedown Report 01/05/2021 31/08/2021
Create BEIS Closedown 
Report

1. Created final BEIS 
Closedown report utilising 
previous reports and 
learnings from this project

Project Tasks Start Date End Date Description Outputs
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1.5 Responsibility Assignment Matrix

Task 
Number

Task Name SSEN OGS
Cambridge 
EPRG

Hydro 
Ottawa

Opus One

1.0 Phase 1 – Define

1.00
M0: Evaluate network model standards & scope 
M1 international experience summary report

A C R R I I

1.01 Evaluate network model standards A C R I I I

1.02
M1: Evaluate and report International experience 
in smart platforms for planning and trading

A I R C C

1.03
Obtain network models and convert to CIM 
format

A C R I I I

1.04

Define the ‘path of least regrets’ based on  
Open Networks outputs and its impact on 
planning, system operations, and transactive 
energy markets 

A C I C I R

1.05
Evaluate technology, network models, 
investment planning, policy barriers & utility 
standards in Canada, GB, and Europe

A C I R C C

1.06
Develop a Valuation Mechanism for distributed 
energy resources

R A I R I R

1.07
Tool customisation (GridOS Integrated 
Distribution Planning for Power Systems 
Analysis)

A C I C I R

1.08 Run scenario baseline analyses in GridOS IDP A C C I I R

1.09
M2: Report the results of Phase 1, defining the 
investment scenarios

R A C C I R

2.0 Phase 2 – Model

2.01
Define the Transactive Energy Management 
structure (rules, regulation, design, etc.)

A C I C I R

2.02
Build the load/generation forecasts for the 
models based on processes developed by 
 other industry demonstrator projects

A C C C I R

2.03
M3: Explore the Regulation and policies for 
the smart integration of DER

A C I R C C

2.04
Review the Distribution Locational Marginal 
Pricing (DLMP) methodology from the Canadian 
IESO project and identify concepts to be tested

A C I I C R

2.05
Model distribution planning scenarios in GridOS 
IDP (Power Systems Analysis)

A C C I I R

2.06
Define and report the data access and 
integration requirements 

A C R I I C

2.07
Report the modelling results and Power Systems 
Economics roadmap

R A C C I R

2.08
Tool customization (GridOS Transactive Energy 
Management for Power Systems Economics)

A C I I I R

2.09 M4: Investment Scenario Modelling Complete A C I I I R
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Task 
Number

Task Name SSEN OGS
Cambridge 
EPRG

Hydro 
Ottawa

Opus One

3.0 Phase 3 – Implement

3.01
Develop implementation and operation plan  
for Phase 4 and document in a report M5

R A I C I C

3.02
Identify Canadian market principles to test in 
simulation

A C I C R R

3.03
Lab configuration and set-up (software/
hardware integrations, software deployment, 
cybersecurity set-up, testing, etc.)

A C I I I R

3.04
Simulation of methodologies developed in 
Phase 2 in near real time in Fort William

R A C I I C

3.05
Define and report the power system economic 
requirements based on simulations

R A I C I C

3.06
Perform Cost Benefit Analysis to quantify 
the benefits and their distribution across the 
different parties

A C I R I I

3.07 M6: Completion of simulation in Fort William R A I C I I

4.0 Phase 4 – Operate

4.01

Configuration and set-up (software/
hardware integrations, software deployment, 
cybersecurity set-up, testing etc.) of 
demonstration

A C I I I R

4.02
Trial use of the transactive energy management 
tool and methodologies 

R A I C I C

4.03
Develop the baseline Cost Benefit Analysis, 
based on trial feedback, to quantify the benefits 
and their distribution across the different parties

A C I R I I

4.04 M7: Launch/Completion of trial R A I C I C

5.0 Phase 5 – Project Management

5.1
Ongoing project management and monthly 
status reports

R A C C C C

6.0 Phase 6 – Project Management

6.1
Ongoing dissemination of results at industry 
events and media channels

R A C R C C

6.2
M8: Create Economics for integration of DER 
report

A C I R I C

6.3 Create Closedown Report R A C C C C
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1.6 Risk and Mitigation Measures

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.01 Delay or lack of relevant information 
for the elaboration of the Cambridge 
quantitative reports.  

Identification and selection of case studies 
that are relevant to the project but also with 
available information (public access).

N/A – Sufficient data was collected 
from research and surveys to produce 
quantitative reports.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.02 Delay on data provision for the social 
cost benefit analysis (SCBA) or not getting 
useable/proper data for doing it with a risk 
of getting inaccurate results.

Work closely with the project partners 
and make them clear the kind of data 
that would be required for performing 
the SCBA, taking into consideration data 
confidentiality issues.

Much of the data for the SCBA was too 
difficult or time consuming to make use of. 
As a result, the SCBA was reduced to those 
metrics that were obtainable.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.03 Progress in the TRANSITION Project  
is delayed resulting in the MERLIN 
locational requirement in Oxfordshire  
not being available on time.

SSEN MERLIN Project Manager to ensure 
progress on TRANSITION is monitored  
and have backup option in case of delay.

N/A – TRANSITION project was delayed 
but this was no issue as MERLIN focussed 
on Fort William for modelling and testing, 
which had no dependency on other 
projects. MERLIN and TRANSITION 
projects then worked together to create 
Oxfordshire models for the live trials.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.04 Project LEO does not gain funding  
and the partner base is not there to  
engage with for the MERLIN live trials.

SSEN MERLIN Project Manager to ensure 
the Project LEO decision is monitored 
and have back up plan to engage with 
additional trial participants.

N/A – LEO project was funded. It should be 
noted here that the TRANSITION Project 
adopted the Opus One TE tool for the 
purpose of live trials. MERLIN changed 
scope to focus on development and testing 
to ensure synergy between the three 
projects.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.05 Partners working on project have 
different health and safety culture, leading 
to increased Lost Time Injuries (LTIs).

SSEN Project Manager will promote  
safety standards at all times. 
Project leads must ensure that adequate 
and suitable risk assessments and  
method statements are in place.

N/A – No significant illness or injury 
occurred during the project.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.06 Key staff not available to work on  
the project may lead to loss of knowledge 
and strain resources.

Each project partner and key contractors 
make sufficient numbers of staff available 
to work on the project and pick up work in 
the event of loss of staff.

N/A – The MERLIN project lost two key 
members of staff. One from SSEN, the 
project initiator and one from Opus 
One, the lead developer. Fortunately, the 
mitigation method worked and sufficient 
time was available for knowledge transfer.
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Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.07 No access to required system  
planning datasets or monitoring data 
(Regulatory, Commercial, GDPR)

Early conversations with Data Assurance 
and Legal to ensure any limitation is 
identified as soon as practicable. Primary 
datasets are either in the public domain,  
are similar to those used in other 
innovation projects and do not relate to  
an individual (including partnerships).  
Data Privacy developed by SSEN will be  
in place before project initiation.

N/A – We were able to access all the  
SSEN data we required and share that  
data between all partners who were  
signed up to confidentiality agreements. 

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.08 Regulatory changes due to change  
of government or other political events 
mean the Project cannot undertake 
specific activities or the models become 
irrelevant 

Project Boards will maintain dialogue with 
regulatory and industry bodies to gain 
early foresight of any regulatory changes; 
reviewing relevance of models under new 
regimes as appropriate.

Although we went through an election 
and Brexit with no impact, the enforced 
Coronavirus lockdown caused project 
delays and minor change to scope as 
we were unable to install substation 
monitoring equipment or travel overseas.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.09 The TRANSITION Stage Gate in Q4 
2019 could result in a major change to 
the scope and budget of that project, 
impacting the MERLIN demonstration.

SSEN to maintain ongoing dialogue with 
Ofgem and other DSO projects to gain 
early indication of this risk. Create backup 
plan to work in isolation of TRANSITION

N/A – No major changes in scope 
occurred and TRANSITION ended up 
using Opus One as sub-contractors. This 
meant that synergies between MERLIN 
and TRANSITION were far greater than 
originally anticipated.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.10 Inability to extract all the relevant/
accurate network model data.

Work closely with SSEN planning engineers 
to make appropriate assumptions to fill in 
the data gaps and/or utilising the technical 
expertise of the project team to make 
appropriate assumptions.

N/A – Due to resource constraints on SSEN 
planners we sub-contracted RINA who 
provided expertise and assistance in this 
area. Method for checking data accuracy 
was also implemented.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.11 Cash flow management issues for 
SMEs due to delays in payments

SSEN, as lead partner, to develop and 
agree a seamless process of milestone 
management and payments with BEIS and 
a fast track internal payment process for 
movement of grant funds to partners.

N/A – Process was implemented to enable 
partners to be paid very shortly after BEIS 
funds had reached SSEN accounts vs the 
normal 30-day waiting period.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.12 Inability to fully integrate different 
software technologies.

Creation of bespoke data transfer 
mechanisms (ex. flat file transfer) to bridge 
the integration gap.

N/A – We had several methods of secure 
data transfer available throughout the 
project. The main method was through 
SharePoint.
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Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.13 Coronavirus could impact key project 
personnel and make face to face meetings 
impossible / less likely

Monitoring of coronavirus progress will 
continue over the course of the project  
and ensuring all partners are able to  
work remotely

Although all parties were eventually able  
to work remotely it took time to adjust to 
this new way of working, which caused 
slight project delays.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.14 Working from home due to 
Coronavirus pandemic can reduce 
efficiency in dynamic teams that are used 
to being face to face and where IT systems 
take time to adjust to remote working, 
where children are required to stay at 
home, efficiencies are further reduced due 
to time required to educate and care for 
them. This will cause project delays.

Arrange one to one meetings with partners 
and keep track of deliverable dates

Although all project partners successfully 
moved to home working it took several 
months before efficient routines were 
established, leading to project delays.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.15 Risk of key staff contracting 
Coronavirus and falling sick reduces 
efficiency associated with the project. 
This will cause project delays.

Each project partner and key contractors 
make sufficient numbers of staff available 
to work on the project and pick up work in 
the event of loss of staff.

N/A – no project member was significantly 
impacted by Coronavirus and sufficient 
backup staff were available as cover should 
this have occurred.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.16 New SSEN Coronavirus measures 
prioritise operations i.e. activities that focus 
on keeping the lights on and staff health 
over innovation. Operational staff are 
not readily available to install monitoring 
equipment, training is restricted to install 
new equipment and contractors are being 
limited to reduce the chance of infection 
spread. This could cause significant  
project delays.

Keep monitoring the situation and liaise 
with key staff to understand priorities and 
changing circumstances. Create backup 
plan in case installations can’t take place.

N/A – Risk was removed as scope was 
changed to remove substation monitoring 
installation.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.17 Coronavirus will impact the ability 
to hold the key Oxfordshire workshop 
that was initially designed to be held face 
to face in a single room. This requires 
additional development work to create 
tools that can be used remotely which 
could cause project delays

Plan for remote workshop of Oxfordshire 
simulation so Opus One can develop tools 
in sufficient time.

N/A – Risk removed as TRANSITION 
project picked up the live trials testing 
while MERLIN focussed on development 
and testing.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.18 Coronavirus will restrict the ability to 
hold face to face workshops with Canadian 
partners and remove the ability to travel. 
This can lead to project delays.

Plan how to hold effective large remote 
workshops

N/A – Microsoft Teams was eventually 
used as the preferred method for remote 
working
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Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.19 Project was originally designed to  
be 18 months long, but was reduced 
to 14/15 months due to initial delays 
onboarding Opus One. The project team 
is already working at maximum efficiency 
to deliver in a short space of time. Staff 
have already experienced negative 
mental health issues due to tight project 
schedule, but have been able to manage 
them with support from the wider team. 
The Coronavirus has added an additional 
layer of stress onto a team that is already 
operating at high levels of workload. There 
is a very high risk that the additional stress 
and possible lack of project extension will 
cause staff to experience mental health 
issues and cause further delays.

Plan workshops around staff availability, 
especially those with childcare. Arrange 
one to one meetings with key project staff 
and provide assistance with deliverables 
where possible.

N/A – This risk was removed when the 
project extension was granted.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.20 Delay in the provision of information/
data from external parties (e.g. utilities, 
energy regulators, energy industry 
associations, etc.) required for the 
elaboration of reports. People may take 
much more time to respond due to 
Coronavirus pandemic. This may cause 
delay in the submission of reports.

Move data requests forward where possible 
to give sufficient time to respond.

N/A – Data was received within sufficient 
time after following mitigation actions.

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.21 SSEN and Hydro Ottawa may restrict 
all activities so that only operational 
activities are followed if state of emergency 
is declared causing significant delays.

Keep in contact with BEIS and Ofgem as 
the Coronavirus pandemic continues

N/A – State of emergency was not declared

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.22 Complexities on Project Budgeting 
due to multiple funding streams may 
constrain payments

Plan budgetary spending prior to project 
initiation and monitor it closely

N/A – Project spend was planned with 
enough available spend to complete 
deliverables using multiple funding streams

Type of Risk: Other
Estimated 
Likelihood: 

Medium
Residual Risk  
to Project

Low

1.23 Multiple funding streams with their 
own Regulation requirements may cause 
clashes in spending allowance

Review rules of all funding streams and 
ensure there are no clashes. Where clashes 
exist plan around them.

N/A – No specific clashes between funding 
streams
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2. End-to-End Test – GridOS IDP
2.1 Key Stakeholder Groups and their Needs

Stakeholder Group 1: Distribution Network Operator (DNO)

Stakeholder Engagement Processes: 
Consultation with SSEN Planners, Control Room  
and Data Managers

Needs statements elicited

• As a DNO, I want to centralize inputs that inform forecasted grid conditions in a single platform and I want these inputs to interact 
in forming a set of what-if scenarios that can be modeled, so that I can model various potential outcomes for the system, and 
understand how changing different inputs have incremental effects on performance.

• As a DNO, I want to simulate the operation of the grid under various forecast conditions and understand where/when/how large 
constraints will be in the network, so that I can understand which forecasts pose the most performance risk to the grid. Also, I want 
to effectively plan for where smart solutions or traditional solutions should be located and the technical requirements of each.

• As a DNO, I want to capture the technical performance of different smart technologies and traditional solutions and I want to 
track the economics of procuring/developing these solutions, so that I can ensure that the solutions that are being explored are 
technically suitable for mitigating future network performance risks while keeping track of solution economics.

• As a DNO, I want to compare all of the solutions that I may be considering to ensure reliable/safe future state of the grid. I also want 
to understand differences in cost/benefit and technical performance, so that I can pursue an optimal procurement/development 
strategy for solutions.

• As a DNO, I want to ensure that the smart solutions I pursue are operated optimally given grid objectives that I can define, so that  
I can communicate optimal dispatches towards operations objectives to smart solutions providers. 

Stakeholder Group 2: Flexibility Providers

Stakeholder Engagement Processes: Stakeholder consultation with Project LEO participants

Needs statements elicited

• As an Aggregator/Smart Solutions Provider, I want to use analytics that are available to the DNO to justify why my portfolio is a  
fit for a grid need in a certain area of the system, so that I can effectively enrol prosumers whose capabilities align with grid needs 
and accelerate market development.

Stakeholder Group 3: Project	Partner,	flexibility	analyst

Stakeholder Engagement Processes: Consultation with SSEN and Cambridge

Needs statements elicited

• As an External Consultant, I want to use analytics to assess which solutions have the best cost-benefit cases, so that I can advise  
my DNO clients which solutions are best to procure.

Stakeholder Group 4: DSO Project Teams

Stakeholder Engagement Processes:
Consultation with SSEN Team who manage the TRANSITION 
 and LEO DSO projects.

Needs statements elicited

• As a DSO project, I want to model my network as accurately as possible with data that is close to real time as possible, so that  
I can perform live network trials using flexible service participants.
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Architecture Details

GridOS IDP is composed of 3 primary services (User 
Interface Service, Network Model Service, and Analysis 
Service) and an authentication service which is shared 
across GridOS products.

User Interface Service

This service hosts and contains the code for displaying 
the user interface. We make use of React to create a large 
single page web application that provides the ability to 
visualize the network model, modify the network model, 
run analyses then analysis and compare results of various 
network model conditions and scenarios.

Network Model Service

The network model service handles network model 
ingestion and conversion into the CIM16 format that we 
use for network model storage. It also handles network 
editing and versioning. The network model service makes 
use of a work queue to move the ingestion of network 
models into the background such that users can continue 
to make use of the product while the conversion is 
occurring. The network model service also notifies the 
analysis service when network model changes occur.

User
Interface
Service

API Gateway
Authentication

Service

Identity
Provider

Network
Model Service

Analysis
Service

Notifi	cation
Queue

Dataspace Dataspace

File store File store

Work
Queue

Work
Queue

2.2  System Solution

2.2.1  System Architecture Description and Structural Diagram(s)

GridOS IDP – Architecture Diagram
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Analysis Service

The analysis service handles data and processes 
associated with running a powerflow or hosting capacity 
analysis. This includes but is not limited to scenario data, 
analysis configurations and analysis results. The analysis 
service makes use of a work queue to parallelize the 
solve of powerflow analyses allowing long time ranges 
analyses to be solved in parallel reducing wait time for 
analysis results.

Authentication Service

The authentication service handles identifying who  
users are. It provides the user the ability to login (either 
directly or via a federated identity provider). Once the  
user has provided credentials, the authentication  
service will generate a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) 
Web Token (JWT) which will be returned to uniquely 
identify the user for subsequent interactions. The JWT  
is validated when request passes through the Application 
Programming Interface (API) gateway where the user  
role is validated, and permissions assigned.

2.2.2  Key System Use Cases and Diagram(s)

GridOS IDP

The primary actor for the MERLIN use case is a 
distribution network operator utilizing the IDP tool. 
The value-add to SSEN is that the operator can use 
the IDP tool to plan and forecast future scenarios in 
which traditional solutions and flexible solutions can 
be compared against one another on technical and 
economic fronts. This comparison will allow the  
planner to make the most technically and financially 
sound solution to maintain grid resiliency in the  
future. 

This value-add is achieved through four main  
operator use cases: identifying needs across the  
network, assessing the value of traditional solutions, 
assessing the value of smart solutions, and  
determining the best solution to address network  
needs. These are depicted in Figure 3. 
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1. Identify needs across the network

IDP allows a user to run a timeseries analysis to  
visualize violations expected on the network based on 
network data provided. This reports on future network 
conditions and violations, which inform users of the 
remaining time before traditional reinforcement or 
flexible services are required. 

2. Assess the value of traditional solutions

IDP allows a user to simulate how traditional 
reinforcements impact the network by changing asset 
ratings and network configurations to reflect traditional 
solution upgrades and asset reinforcements. IDP 
calculates the net present value of traditional solutions 
when users input asset costs. This reports on the costs  
of traditional solutions. 

3. Assess the value of smart solutions

IDP allows a user to simulate how flexible services  
impact the network by adding distributed energy 
resources onto the network and defining parameters  
for customer flexibility programs. IDP allows a user to  
run a timeseries powerflow that optimally dispatches 
smart solutions added to the network such that grid 
conditions are maintained. This reports on the frequency 
and cost of utilizing flexible solutions to meet grid needs 
and assesses the efficiency of smart solutions modeled. 

4. Determine the best solution to address  
network needs

IDP allows a user to compare analysis results of  
different solutions on IDP’s Results Comparison page, 
which helps to determine when a traditional solution is 
more cost-effective than a smart solution. IDP compares 
traditional and smart solutions modeled across multiple 
technical and economic fronts. This helps users to 
determine the maximum value they should pay for a 
flexible service relative to the traditional solution, as well 
as to structure flexibility contracts and service pricing 
such that a smart solution is not costing more than a 
traditional solution. 
 

Figure 3: MERLIN Operator Flow Showcasing Four Use Cases
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MERLIN	IDP	Workflow	

The MERLIN IDP workflow starts with establishing a 
baseline network model for a future timeframe of  
2026-2035. Based on the assumption that there will be 
a deep penetration of distributed energy resources in 
the future, a lot of electric vehicle stations, photovoltaic 
panels and heat pumps are placed onto this future 
network. Future load and generation profiles as well 
as forecasted asset schedules are created in reference 
to historical data and several assumptions. When the 
baseline network model is ready, the user uses IDP to 
run a timeseries analysis to identify constraints, their 
frequency, location, and size, on the network. These 
network constraints are resolved by modelling traditional 
solutions and smart solutions. When simulating smart 
solutions, IDP presents flexible service dispatch patterns. 
The total cost of both tradition solutions and smart 
solutions is captured from construction project dates, 
asset-related costs, and program costs. IDP reports on 
system costs by component. Users can compare different 
solutions on the Results Comparison page based on  
their reliability, stability, costs, and carbon emissions.

2.2.3 Scenario and Behavioral Diagram(s)

GridOS IDP Scenarios

Specific scenarios investigate how a variance in the 
following parameters impacts the creation of traditional 
and smart solutions:

•  Utilisation Cost: the cost associated with requesting 
flexibility providers to generate or reduce load to 
minimize constraints on the network. This cost 
applies per call to the flexibility provider

•  Availability Cost: the cost associated with requesting 
flexibility providers to be available when services are 
needed to minimize constraints on the network. This 
cost is independent of the number of calls to the 
flexibility provider

•  Risk Factor: how often do flexibility providers fail to 
provide services requested

•  Network Changes: non-customer facing network 
model topology changes that reflect reconfiguration 
of the network and/or the addition of assets

•  New Connections: customer-facing network model 
topology changes that reflect new loads being added 
to the network

Scenario 1

Varying Utilisation and Availability Payment Weighting

Run GridOS IDP simulation across multiple load/generation 
forecasts

Run 1: Apply 100% utilisation payment weighting and no 
availability payment

Run 2: Apply 50% utilisation payment weighting and 50% 
availability payment weighting

Run 3: Apply 100% availability payment weighting and no 
utilisation payment

Run 4: Sensitivity analysis – what is the optimal utilisation  
and availability payment weighting

Scenario 2

Risk Factor

Run GridOS IDP simulation across multiple load/generation 
forecasts

Run 1: Flexibility services deliver 100% of the time

Run 2: Flexibility services deliver 50% of the time

Run 3: Flexibility services never deliver

Run 4: Sensitivity analysis – what delivery percentage is  
required to break-even

Scenario 3

Network Changes

Run GridOS IDP simulation across multiple load/generation 
forecasts

Run 1: Apply a large number of network changes

Run 2: Apply a moderate number of network changes

Run 3: Apply no network change

Run 4: Sensitivity analysis – what key network changes  
affect flexibility break-even

Scenario 4

New Connections

Run GridOS IDP simulation across multiple load/generation 
forecasts

Run 1: Apply a large number of new connections

Run 2: Apply a moderate number of new connections

Run 3: Apply no new connection

Run 4: Sensitivity analysis – how do new connections  
affect flexibility break-even
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The above scenarios help users to assess the impact 
of changing the weightings of utilisation and availability 
payments. Understanding situations where higher 
utilisation or availability payments may be more 
beneficial for cost savings can assist DNOs with flexible 
service procurement strategy. Knowing the impact 
of non-delivery will help DNOs strategize on where 
flexibility should be over-procured in order to establish 
network resilience and guarantee power to customers. 
Network changes and new connections may have 
impact on investment decisions. For example, modeling 
what happens if a new apartment building connects 
to the network in an area where flexible services have 
already been contracted for several years. These 
scenarios weren’t all implemented in the MERLIN project 
but are possible to investigate in future projects given the 
options to change input parameters into the IDP tool.

Based on the use cases, we’ve described below how 
inputs, triggers, and steps can change according to 
operational behaviour and user interaction. The diagram 
below summarises the overall system data flow and 
processes with GridOS IDP. 

The DSO triggers the GridOS IDP workflow with  
the goal of identifying and then resolving network 
constraints, using the initial condition of the network. 
Once the DSO has supplied the sufficient data to  
GridOS, including a CIM16 network model and load  
and generation data, analyses are performed as per 
use case 1 below. The DSO then attempts to make 
improvements through use cases 2 and 3. The outputs 
of each use case are resultant network conditions and 
system costs. The DSO reviews these outputs to reach 
the final outcome: the ideal network solution.

Identify Network 
Needs

Initial Network Condition

Inputs

Load and Generation Data

Inputs

Assess Traditional 
Solutions

Network 
Conditions

System Costs

Determine Best 
Solution

Assess Smart 
Solutions

TRIGGER 
Annual planning exercises
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Use Case 1: Identify needs across the network

To identify needs across the future network, we 
start with creating a baseline network model for the 
timeframe of 2026-2035 based on the current network 
model. It is expected that more distributed energy 
resources, such as electric vehicles, photovoltaic 
panels, and heat pumps, will be connected to the grid 
in the future, so the current network model is edited to 
reflect this change. Based on historical data and several 
forecasting assumptions, load and generation schedules 
are created for these newly added assets. After creating 
the baseline network model and associated schedules, 
IDP runs a timeseries analysis to identify constraints on 
the network. IDP visualizes these constraints on the GIS 
view and gives details on the frequency, location, and 
size of these constraints. The baseline network model is 
then edited to implement traditional solutions and smart 
solutions, and how many constraints are resolved by 
each solution is an important metric at assessing these 
solutions.

This baseline can be altered by changing the  
following inputs:

•  The locations and numbers of forecasted DER 
adoption and penetration percentages 

• The feeder-wide loading forecasted 

•  The network configuration including numbers  
and capacities of loads and network assets 

• The topological and electrical connectivity  
 of assets 

Initial condition: The initial condition of the system  
is the as-built network model that was converted by 
project partners and reflects the current conditions of  
the distribution network.

Trigger: The trigger for the system is a need to forecast 
future network conditions which includes the generation 
and formatting of future scenario data. The future 
network to be modeled is considered a scenario which 
has forecasted data. This scenario data would include: an 
analysis timeframe; feeder and asset forecasts; network 
connection changes; and technology adoption patterns. 

Process steps: To model this future scenario, a planner 
creates a combination of network versions and scenarios 
in GridOS IDP that reflect the forecasted condition. For 
example, the network model would be edited to reflect 
technology adoption and network changes. Feeders 
and assets would be complemented with forecasted 
load and generation data. This would be done for 
the duration of the analysis timeframe. Following, the 
planner would perform a timeseries powerflow analysis. 

Post-condition: The post-condition of this behaviour 
and use case is that the planner would have access to 
timeseries powerflow results that identify grid conditions 
and parameters given the forecasted scenario. Namely, 
this serves as the future baseline and would allow the 
planner to understand the power, voltage, and current 
flows across the network many years into the future and 
determine the location, frequency, and size of violations 
and network constraints that are forecasted to occur. 
These violations and network constraints can then be 
used to determine needs across the network. 

Use Case 2: Assess the value of traditional solutions

Traditional solutions are network upgrades and 
reinforcements, for example, replacing an old wire  
with a new one that allows higher current flow. 
These solutions are assessed both technically and 
economically. To determine the technical feasibility of 
these solutions, the baseline network model is edited 
to implement proposed upgrades and reinforcements. 
IDP then runs timeseries analysis to identify how 
many violations are resolved. In terms of economic 
assessment, users can update costs and benefits, 
such as installation cost and community generation 
credit, for applicable assets in IDP. When running an 
analysis, IDP considers these costs and benefits and 
reports on system costs by component. Users can 
compare different traditional solutions on IDP’s Results 
Comparison view, which reports on violations and 
disaggregated costs.
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Initial condition: The initial condition of the system 
is the result of running a future scenario timeseries 
powerflow which generates a view of the baseline 
network conditions within a given analysis timeframe. 
This is the result of a planner completing the steps of 
the first use case to identify needs across the network. 
This initial condition is composed of an understanding 
of the location, frequency, and size of violations and 
network constraints that are forecasted to occur across 
the network.

Trigger: The trigger for the system is a need to model 
tradition solutions to the network needs identified. This 
is a part of business-as-usual processes at DNOs and is 
necessary to facilitate a planner designing and assessing 
poles and wires solutions to network constraints and 
violations. 

Process steps: A planner starts with the future grid 
conditions and identifies traditional solutions to address 
the network constraints and violations. These solutions 
are prepared outside of the GridOS IDP tool and could 
consist of transformer upgrades or purchases, network 
reconfigurations, line upgrades, and asset changes. The 
target of the traditional solutions designed is to reinforce 
grid conditions in the future and maintain resiliency given 
the forecasted grid conditions. A planner then reflects 
these traditional solutions in the GridOS IDP toolset 
by updating network assets and configuration in new 
network models created by editing the as-built network 
model. In capturing the traditional solutions, planners 
will input into IDP both the technical and economic 
attributes of the traditional solutions. Technical attributes 
include ratings, operating voltages, and network 
connectivity. Economic attributes include operating, 
maintenance, and capital costs. The traditional solutions 
will be reflected across the analysis timeframe and will 
include an identification of when traditional solutions 
would be available. Finally, the planner performs a 
timeseries powerflow analysis given the traditional 
solutions modeled on the network. 

Post-condition: The post-condition of the system is a 
model of the technical and economic performance of 
the future grid given traditional solutions modeled. The 
planner has access to technical and economic output 
of the powerflow scenario that reflect the value of the 
traditional solutions. 

Use Case 3: Assess the value of smart solutions

Smart solutions utilize distributed energy resources,  
such as electric vehicle stations and photovoltaic  
panels, to provide flexible services. These solutions 
are assessed both technically and economically. The 
baseline network model is edited to add distributed 
assets, and users can specify exact dates they expect 
these assets to start operating. Only after the specified 
dates would IDP include these assets in the technical 
analysis. Users can update costs and benefits for 
applicable assets in IDP. Users can also create customer 
programs for renewable assets, where they can specify 
the availability and utilization costs for individual assets. 
These reflect market participation costs. IDP then runs 
timeseries analysis to identify how many violations are 
resolved. When running an analysis, IDP considers  
asset-related costs and program costs. Users can 
download flexible service dispatch patterns from IDP  
in addition to comparing different smart solutions on 
IDP’s Results Comparison view. 

Initial condition: The initial condition of the system 
is the result of running a future scenario timeseries 
powerflow which generates a view of the baseline 
network conditions within a given analysis timeframe. 
This is the result of a planner completing the steps of  
the first use case to identify needs across the network. 
This initial condition is composed of an understanding 
of the location, frequency, and size of violations and 
network constraints that are forecasted to occur  
across the network. 
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Trigger: The trigger for the system is a need to model 
smart solutions to the network needs identified. This is a 
part of processes that DNOs must undergo as a part of 
the transition towards enabling DSO functionality. This 
will allow the DNO to determine how smart solutions 
(flexible service solutions and distributed energy 
resources) can be utilised to maintain grid resiliency in 
place of traditional network upgrades. 

Process steps: A planner starts with the future grid 
conditions and identifies smart solutions to address 
the network constraints and violations. These solutions 
are prepared outside of the GridOS IDP tool and 
could consist of the adoption of various distributed 
technologies that can provide services to the DNO. 
These include generators, batteries, electric vehicles, 
and demand response assets for example. The target of 
the modeling of smart solutions designed is to reinforce 
grid conditions in the future and maintain resiliency 
given the forecasted grid conditions in the absence 
of traditional solutions. The smart solutions modeled 
would be informed by forecasts the DNO has created 
of DER adoption patterns. A planner then reflects these 
smart solutions in the GridOS IDP toolset by updating 
network models and configuration in new network 
models created by editing the as-built network model. 
In capturing the smart solutions, planners will input 
into IDP both the technical and economic attributes 
of the flexible service providers. Technical attributes 
include ratings, operating voltages, technology types, 
and network connectivity. Economic attributes include 
operating, maintenance, and capital costs incurred 
by the DNO as well as availability and utilisation costs 
that the flexible solution providers would charge to 
provide services to the DNO. The smart solutions will be 
reflected across the analysis timeframe and will include 
an identification of when traditional solutions would 
be available. Finally, the planner performs an optimal 
powerflow analysis given the smart solutions modeled 
on the network. This analysis makes the smart solutions 
modeled available for dispatch by the DNO to resolve 
network constraints and violations.

Post-condition: The post-condition of the system is 
a model of the technical and economic performance 
of the future grid given smart solutions modeled. The 
planner has access to technical and economic output 
of the powerflow scenario that reflect the value of the 
traditional solutions. This includes an analysis of the 
frequency and scale of flexible solutions dispatched  
to resolve grid violations and constraints.

Use Case 4: Determine the best solution to address 
network needs

Users can compare traditional solutions with smart 
solutions on the Results Comparison view, which helps 
to determine which solution is the most technically 
viable and cost-effective. This comparison informs users 
the maximum value they should pay for a flexible service 
relative to the traditional solution and helps users to 
structure flexibility contracts and service pricing outside 
of IDP. The results of each scenario are entirely tied to 
the inputs and triggers that can be changed as per the 
four use cases outlined above. 

Initial condition: The initial condition of the system 
is the result of a planner having performed timeseries 
analyses to assess the value of both traditional and smart 
solutions to grid conditions forecasted in a baseline 
analysis. This initial condition includes the powerflow 
results of a variety of combinations of network versions 
and scenario data that reflect combinations of traditional 
and smart solutions stored within the GridOS IDP tool.

Trigger: The trigger for the system is a need to compare 
combinations of traditional and smart solutions across 
both technical and economic fronts. This is motivated by 
a business decision to be made focused about the type 
of solution to be pursued and/or the value to be invested 
in resolving specific network violations and constraints.

Process steps: To compare the powerflow results of 
various network solutions, the planner navigates to the 
Results Comparison View of GridOS IDP and selects 
comparable timeframes for various combinations of 
network versions and scenarios. The Results Comparison 
view is then populated with aggregated summaries of 
technical and economic performance of each of the 
solution types.
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Post-condition: The post-condition of the system is 
an aggregated summary of how each solution analysis 
compares with the as-built baseline scenario on 
metrics including: Violations, CO2 emissions, project 
construction costs, reliability metrics, energy consumed 
from flexible solution providers and from the substation, 
and flexibility market costs. To determine the best 
solution to address network needs, the planner may 
input the output of the results comparison into a cost-
benefit framework that values specific metrics based 
on the DNOs needs and allows the planner to identify 
which solutions are reasonable to pursue. 

2.2.4  Design Decisions and Alternatives

GridOS IDP’s design process for Flexibility Planning 
involved:

1. Understanding the core requirements for  
Flexibility Planning and how these requirements map 
to design variables which we can optimize  
our solution around

2.  Identifying pain points with the current available 
options Distribution Network Operators have for 
enabling Flexibility Planning

3.  Conceiving a User Journey that would alleviate  
these pain points and design a software solution  
to enable this User Journey.

Opus One identified that Flexibility Planning in GridOS 
IDP needed to offer the following key functionality for 
Distribution Network Operators:

•  Fast and efficient workflow with layered datasets, 
scenarios, temporal and locational granularity.

•  Multi-user collaboration to align staff and 
departments for strategic planning opportunities. 

•  Modelling of both the physical network and the 
economics of asset investments, operations, and 
optionality.

•  Technical modeling nuance surrounding battery 
storage, solar and wind, smart inverters, EV chargers, 
and demand response programs.

•  Allow users to group multiple assets depending  
on utility development practices 

•  Allow users to group multiple individual flexibility 
resources under a single market program

Optimize flexible assets and ensure they are  
co-optimized with traditional (e.g. cap banks, VR, LTCs) 
assets. The design variables we identified as critical in  
enabling these functions were:

• Importability of data from different datasets

• Ability to verify data 

• Automatability of workflows 

•  Communicability and visibility of important details 
from analysis

•  Accuracy of power systems analysis and economic 
modeling capabilities 

Opus One identified current industry alternatives to 
IDP in delivering flexibility planning:

1. Utilities integrate existing tools and processes

•  Augmenting power systems analysis software 
with external economics analysis

•  Using external scripting to automate single  
point in time power systems analysis to generate 
multi-year results

•  Extracting and visualizing power systems analysis 
results in external dashboarding products
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2. Utilities outsource the steps in 1) to consultants

Trade-offs of GridOS IDP vs existing power system 
analysis (PSA) tools

•  Existing PSA tools are more efficient at importing 
standard data sets

•  Existing PSA tools are more efficient at analysing 
standard data sets

•  GridOS IDP is more efficient at importing  
non-standard data sets i.e. including flexible 
service analysis & economic analysis

•  GridOS IDP is more efficient at analysing  
non-standard data sets i.e. including flexible 
service analysis & economic analysis

Opus One identified ‘pain points’ for a distribution 
network operator persona when engaging these current 
state alternatives in the following user journey:

Figure 4. Peter the Distribution System Operator’s Journey Map for flexibility planning with current state alternatives
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Figure 5. GridOS Flexibility Planning User Journey

This user journey is the result of understanding  
the challenges experienced by DSOs and initiating  
a design process to introduce improvements.  
These improvements are highlighted in the GridOS  
IDP workflow below, which was designed to alleviate  
the previously identified pain points.
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2.2.5  Value Model 

We have developed order of magnitude estimates  
that quantify the benefit (cost savings) associated  
with improving this user journey. The themes of  
the user journey that were improved include:

1. Flexibility Planning features

2. Planning Data Platform

3.  Third-Party Engagements

Table 1. Flexibility Planning Features Trade-offs

Benefit	Area Current Business as Usual Practice Benefit	of	GridOS

Engineering Time

Costing of projects as well as ROI 
evaluations happen in different products 
or teams. Manual design work in multiple 
tools lengthens time to completion.

A single solution incorporates project 
costing and ROI calculations on all types 
of investment options. Automatic solution 
generation enables planners to test 
multiple solutions quickly.

Project Delivery Time
Time to delivery from planning to final  
cost estimates can take multiple weeks

Once planning is complete, so are the  
cost estimates

Process Efficiency
Projects have multiple stops, software 
solutions, and departments to go through

One-stop shop for the entire process

Regulatory Compliance

Flexibility offerings are becoming more 
diverse; regulators are requiring utilities  
to find the most beneficial solution long 
term for grid stakeholders

Provide a transparent and traceable 
approach in a single solution to show the 
investments made are the best options 
pre-empting further inquiries

Accuracy
Planners manually evaluate flexibility 
requirements; optimality is not  
guaranteed

The platform provides features that  
e.g. provide automatic scaling and sizing  
of resources at a click of a button; technical 
and financial optimality is much more likely

Risk Management via Solution 
Benchmarking

Running multiple scenarios and comparing 
them is an extensive workflow that requires 
significant manual work

A comprehensive scenario comparison 
mode as well as the ability to create and 
compare unlimited scenarios at a click of  
a button
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Table 2. Planning Data Platform Trade-offs

Benefit	Area  Current Business as Usual Practice Benefit	of	GridOS

Future proofing
More than 70% of the time used to perform 
a study can be attributed to retrieving, 
cleaning, and formatting all required data

Models serve as the data host and 
provide planners direct access to all data 
instantaneously

Turn Around Time
Studies can take, depending on existing 
data quality, anywhere from days to weeks. 

Studies can be performed in under a day

Maximizing High Value Resources
Highly qualified engineers are spending 
their time formatting and collecting data

Engineers can spend a larger portion of 
their time solving system problems that 
require their unique skill set

Table 3. Third-party Engagements Trade-offs

Benefit	Area  Current Business as Usual Practice Benefit	of	GridOS

Engineering Time
Engineers must prepare models and all 
underlying data sets to send to 3rd parties

Remote access is granted to the planning 
platform and role-based access control is 
defined for the engagement

Data Integrity
3rd parties can interpret data differently or 
make mistakes when reassembling data 
sets with models send via E-mail

The data sets and studies used by the  
3rd party in the same format and set up  
as those used by the utility

IT Security 

Extensive IT security overhead is incurred 
once network models moved outside the 
physical control of the utility causing cost 
and overhead

Models never leave the utility making  
data sharing and cooperation significantly 
easier

Collaboration
If issues are encountered or multiple 
parties must work on the same network, 
unblocking issues is difficult to coordinate 

Multiple users can log in at the same time 
and collaborate in real time

Final Value Proposition

This amounts to the following estimated efficiencies compared to the current state

Functionality/Use Case Per Unit Savings Justification

Planning Data Platform 4 hours per study
Assumes 1/3rd of circuits in the network are studied annually,  
10% overall time savings for the team associated with removing data 
collection processes.

Third Party Engagement
5% of overall consulting 
budget

Assuming saving 5% of overall consulting budget due to incidentals  
and data processing associated with 3rd party engagement annually

Investment Planning
10% of time spent on 
studies requiring  
investment decisions

Assumes 15% of total modeled feeders in standardized and automated 
capacity planning require detailed capital allocation on an annual basis 
for capacity upgrades. Also, capital projects take ~ 2 weeks to design  
and ~1 week to formulate a business case. 15% of the total time spent  
on these projects by will be saved by IDP enabling holistic Flexibility 
Planning and centralizing data required to do so.
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2.3  Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

RTM attached separately

2.4  End-to-End Narrative

Opus One followed a process which focused on 
outlining the user journey (UJ) in GridOS Integrated 
Distribution Planning (IDP) to address the requirements 
put forward in the MERLIN project. 

Opus One used the UJ method to establish an 
understanding between the project partners as to  
what the user of the final product would be able to 
see and do. In Opus One’s experience, this approach 
is preferable to a simple requirements list, as it better 
conveys the capabilities and ensures a common  
ground of understanding around certain requirements. 

The final version of this UJ was achieved over the  
course of the initial project month by iterating with 
SSEN on a weekly basis. Once complete it served as 
the blueprint for any additional software development 
required by Opus One in GridOS. During the 
development cycle, Opus One made available an 
environment to SSEN which was used to monitor the 
progress every sprint (2-week intervals) and deliver 
prompt feedback to the features being developed.

Following initial scoping discussions, two key objectives 
of the MERLIN project were identified: 

1. To create a financial portfolio management tool  
 that tracks and reports on the financial health of DER  
 investments. This objective is intended to support  
 a user in managing DER and traditional investment  
 decisions more accurately based on financial impact 

2.  to understand the financial impacts of a flexibility 
service across an entire feeder, and as compared to 
other flexibility services. This objective is intended 
to support a user in managing flexibility service 
decisions for more than one flexibility provider at  
a time in a financially healthy manner. 

Deployment of GridOS IDP allowed SSEN to achieve 
the first MERLIN project objective. Specifically, users 
were able to model network conditions that reflect both 
traditional and DER investment solutions to network 
constraints and conditions in GridOS IDP. Users were 
then able to attribute costs to each investment solution 
and track, report, and compare the overall financial 
costs and technical conditions of each scenario across 
a selected timeframe. This allowed users to make 
informed decisions regarding which investment solution 
to pursue. 

 Opus One developed the following user journey 
flowchart based on requirements gathering activities 
with the SSEN stakeholders. 
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DER Forecast/
Historic Scenario

Model for customer 
cost to operate

Method for pricing 
out overratings

Method for pricing 
a violation

Load Forecast/
Historic Scenario

Construction Time
for assets

Standard 
Upgrade Cost

Customer minute
outage cost

Historic or
forecasted sport 
market data

Obtain historic 
payments 
for constraints 

Obtain forecast 
payments 
for constraints

Network Model Data
Network Model Scenario Forecasts 
(updated by system planning)

Identification of constraints

Future constraints

When

Where

Magnitude

Frequency

Duration

Type

Solution Costing

Running the Violations

• Future no supply fines

• Cost of running the Violations

Traditional Reinforcements

• Estimates cost of traditional

reinforcement per constraint

• Estimate Energization data 

per constraint

• Estimate type of reinforcement

per constraint

Deferral value of upgrade

• Future sport market payments

• Future long-term contracts

Output:

• Details on system constraints informing how often, when, and how 
much of a flexibility needs to be called

• Cost of running the constraints and not doing anything to address them

• Cost of fixing the constraint with a traditional solution

• Value of deferring the traditional solution for x

• Obtain maximum viable payment for constraint based traditional
reinforcement data

• Calculate remaining time before traditional reinforcement is required 
based on above inputs

• Calculate optimal spot market constraint payments on cost based 
above inputs

• Calculate optimal long-term contract cost based on above inputs

Decision Output (out of tool)

1. Start of traditional 
reinforcement

2. Change spot market
availability price to €xx 
and/or utilization price to €xx

3. Offer long-term constraint 
payments of €xx for xx 
years for constraint xxx

Method for pricing 
no supply fine based 

on overrating 
violation

Method for pricing 
upgrades based on

Asset Health
Asset Criticality

Asset Age

Method for pricing 
value of a deferral

Figure 6. User journey flowchart for SSEN stakeholders using IDP
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This User Journey flowchart was then used to identify  
a set of technical requirements of the solution Table 4,  
as well as stakeholders actions enabled by the product, 
and any existing gaps in the product capabilities.

Table 4. Technical requirements identified for SSEN UJ

Technical Requirement Description

Model of customer cost to operate

As part of this project a model will need to be created that 
determines the cost of operation for all flexibility assets that are  
to be considered as options to traditional upgrades. The result of 
the model is a cost to run that can be used by IDP to determine 
when such an asset would run given a spot market price. 

Model for pricing out overrating

Not all constraints will automatically warrant a system upgrade, 
some might be small enough, or rare enough, to allow operations 
to continue. For those cases a cost to operate assets above 
recommended rating will have to be assigned to assets so that  
IDP can provide the cost of running a constraint

Methodology for pricing no supply fine based on asset overrating

In order to determine how many customers might potentially  
lose power in a future scenario-based system constraint on  
assets of different health ratings and age. As well as different  
no supply fines based on customer criticality index

Method for pricing a violation
With violations rarely occurring on their own, a method needs 
to be developed that allows us to single out a value per violation 
based on the cost of removing it. 

Method for pricing value of a deferral 
When deferring traditional upgrades, we need to understand  
the value of that deferral, especially if the traditional upgrade  
still needs to be completed, just at a later timepoint

Method for pricing system upgrades based on age, health

If a traditional solution cost is evaluated, we must consider  
how asset age and health are considered in pricing the solution. 
This requires an understanding of how much of the upgrade 
is accounted towards the constraint and how much can be 
attributed to standard betterment

User Input GridOS Enabled User Action Product Gaps

Through OGS the network models will be 
provided in a CIM file format to GridOS 

A user will have a workspace that includes 
an As Build version of the system they are 
evaluating

Within that workspace a user can create 
multiple parallel branches of the As Build 
network model

The user can import network models to 
the As Build branch

The user can then also utilize the Network 
Model Editor to ensure the model is 
accurate and ready to run, from an 
electrical connectivity model standpoint, 
powerflow simulations

Through OGS or directly SSEN will provide 
all missing asset information

The user has the ability to open an 
equipment library (EQL) to configure  
asset classes and instances
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User Input GridOS Enabled User Action Product Gaps

SSEN provides standardized construction 
cost for assets (Input Reference 6) 

The user can enter standardized cost 
for system upgrades into the As Build 
Equipment Library, including costs for 
building DERs

Adoption of cost data to fit SSEN’s  
formats

SSEN provides standardized construction 
time data for all asset types (Input 
Reference 5)

The user can enter standard  
construction duration times into the  
As Build Equipment Library

Addition of timing data in the Equipment 
Library

SSEN provides “No Supply Fine” data 
(Input Reference 4)

The user can enter “No Supply Fine”  
on load types in the Equipment Library

Addition of “No Supply Fine” to the 
Equipment Library for loads

SSEN provides 
• Asset Age
• Criticality Index
• Asset Health Index
For all relevant assets

The user needs to upload or enter asset 
metrics that will be used to support 
planning decisions
• Asset Age
• Load/Gen Criticality Index
• Asset Health Index

Addition of Criticality Index and Asset 
Health Index

User adds cost to operate to DERs and 
other assets

Addition of Cost to operate metrics 
Develop Model for Cost to Operate

SSEN provides cost of under voltage
User adds cost of operating loads under 
voltage

Addition of cost tracking for  
undervoltage conditions

SSEN provides historic payment data 
(Input Reference 3)

Users can add payments made to assets 
for historic spot and long-term market 
contracts

Addition of payments made to assets  
ability

SSEN provides DER and Load forecasts for 
the 10-year time horizon that needs to be 
observed

SSEN provides historic data such as AMI, 
SCADA, sport market prices
(Input References 1 and 2)

The user needs to create forecasts in 
GridOS for the various scenario that are 
to be considered. Each forecast has two 
dimensions
• Network Topology Forecast  

(e.g. new DERs)
• Load/Generation forecast

Addition of the ability to run sub hourly 
simulation intervals

Using the network versions, a user 
can define different DER/ load/ or grid 
expansion scenarios that need to be 
evaluated. 

SSEN provides forecasted/ historical 
schedules or control settings for
• Switches
• Capacitors
• Regulators
• LTCs
• AMI data

The user needs to prepare supplemental 
information he/she intends to use for the 
scenarios
• Historical measurements information
• Forecasts (feeder and asset level)
• Operational schedules where known
• Historic Spot Market Price Curves

Add models for
• EVs
• Hydro
• Asynch
• Demand Response (shifting assets)

A scenario will include 24-hour 30-min 
profiles for a total of 15 reference days
• Winter, Shoulder, Summer
• Workday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 

Holiday

Can select between running simulations  
on historic data or on forecasts data using 
the time bar navigation
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User Input GridOS Enabled User Action Product Gaps

Flexibilities can be defined by the user to 
run in one of four Operational Modes
• Fixed:
• Scheduled:
• Optimal Power Flow (OPF)
• Local: Sets flexibilities to optimize 

locally for their best interest (use to 
model response for spot markets)

Addition of Spot Market Response Model 
for locally controlled assets

Find constraints across the reference days
• Where
• When
• By how much
• What type of constraint
• How often
• How long

User can filter by constraint type

User can filter by constraint time

User can filter by constraint location

User can filter by constraint magnitude Add a filter for magnitude

User can filter by constraint frequency Add a filter for frequency 

User can filter by constraint duration Add a filter for duration

User (system planner) can determine the 
best “traditional system upgrade” required 
for the constraint using the Network 
Model Editor

GridOS tracks all changes made to the 
model and provides estimate project 
costing based on standardized cost data

Method for pricing upgrades based on
• Asset Health
• Asset Criticality
• Asset Age

GridOS provides commission dates for 
projects as well as last start date to achieve 
commission date based on construction 
time

Add project construction time tracking

GridOS provides a cost report of the 
upgrade solution

Determine deferral value of system 
upgrade

Method for pricing value of a deferral

User can extract cost of running the 
violation based on 
• Future no supply cost
• Cost of overrating assets
• Cost of under voltage conditions

Add cost tracking for overrating, no supply, 
and under voltage conditions
• Develop Method for pricing overrating
• Develop Method for pricing supply fine 

by overrating

GridOS provides a cost report for running 
the violations over the 10-year planning 
horizon. 

GridOS tracks cost of running the system, 
including payments made to locally 
controlled assets participating in spot 
market

Upgrade cost models for different assets
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User Input GridOS Enabled User Action Product Gaps

GridOS provides a cost report for running 
the system over the 10-year planning 
horizon.

Obtain maximum viable payment for 
constraint based traditional reinforcement 
data

Calculate remaining time before traditional 
reinforcement is required based on above 
inputs

Calculate optimal spot market constraint 
payments on cost based above inputs

GridOS will perform an OPF to minimize 
constraints with a forecast DER set at 
hand. Once that is achieved, and based 
on their own run cost, GridOS will provide 
back a spot market price curve which will 
incentives the assets in the simulation. 

Provide report data that allows SSEN to 
make decisions on
• How much to pay an asset
• How to pay an asset
• How much is a violation worth

Develop model to calculate value of 
violation

After the UJ solicitation stage, Opus One engaged  
in the development cycle during which Opus One  
made available an environment to SSEN that was  
used to monitor the progress every sprint (2-week 
intervals) and deliver prompt feedback to the  
features being developed.

Opus One practices agile software development  
which allowed for features to be released more 
frequently and acceptance tests to be facilitated to 
collect verification on whether the components of  
IDP were being built as specified. 

Stakeholders provided the following feedback on 
benefits of the tool:

Situational Awareness

•  Enabled collaboration between Medium and 
Low voltage network planners by visualizing and 
analyzing both networks simultaneously; status  
quo is independent planning by contrast

•  Front-end improvements made the tool more 
broadly usable de the tool more broadly usable 

Interoperability

•  Ability to intake data from project partners such 
as OGS (CIM network model integrator) drastically 
reduces time spent on manual reconstruction of 
network models

Data-enabled value creation

•  Ability to translate SSEN generated EV/PV  
adoption forecasts to granular system modeling 
and scenario analysis enables more accurate 
determination of system impacts and therefore 
better asset investment decisions
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2.5	 System	Specifications

Server Hardware Requirements

The following is the recommended server configuration 
for GridOS IDP. All machines are expected to use a 
modern x64 server processor. This can be scaled down 
by combining nodes however there will be trade-offs.  
A minimal configuration to serve GridOS could be a 
single machine with 8 cores and 32GB of memory; 
this can be discussed on a case-by-case basis with our 
integration personnel however is not recommended. 
The number of concurrent analysis tasks that can be 
performed concurrently scale based on the number  
of compute nodes as well as the database node size.

Server Software Requirements

On each node above, the following should be installed:

•  Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS or RedHat Enterprise Linux 
7.4+

•  Docker 18.09+ (either CE or EE is acceptable)

•  SSH with root access credentials granted (for 
maintenance)

•  Time zone and internet time should be configured  
on each node

Client/User Hardware Requirements

Modern CPU

• 2 cores minimum, 4+ recommended

• 2.0 GHz minimum, 3.0 GHz+ recommended

Graphics processor supporting WebGL 2.0

• Can be integrated or discrete

8GB RAM (16GB recommended)

Network-capability

Client/User Software Requirements

Google Chrome

• We specifically test the most recent versions  
 at the time of each release

•  Must be able to connect to the following URLs: 
*.gridos.com, basemaps.cartocdn.com

Since this project deployed to the cloud, the above was 
not required by SSEN, but instead Opus One deployed 
the solution to the internet following the hardware and 
software requirements described above. 

Role Instance Count Number of Cores CPU Speed RAM
Disk Space 
(Minimum)

Manager 1 2 2.5 GHz 2GB 32GB

Object Storage 1 1 2.5 GHz 2GB 1TB

Database 1
16+ (32 
recommended)

3.0 GHz 32+ GB 2TB

Backend 1 8 3.0 GHz 16GB 32GB

Compute 2+ 4 3.0 GHz 32+ GB 32GB

Logging 1 4 3.0 GHz 16GB 1TB
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2.6 Information and Knowledge Management

2.6.1  Information Management Processes 

The collected data for Project MERLIN was used for 
performing power flow analyses and operating a 
flexibility market. This data includes:

•  full impedance network model, containing the  
lines, transformers, switches, loads, and other 
equipment with their ratings and geospatial 
information

•  load and generation forecasting data for the  
project areas

This data was collected by SSEN and Opus One. 
Collaboration between the two teams identified  
the required data and SSEN engaged with OGS  
for network model data and Regen for load and 
generation forecasting data.

All learning is available through the MERLIN website: 
https://project-merlin.co.uk

2.6.2  Knowledge Management Processes

From the studies performed, SSEN, Opus One, and 
Cambridge reviewed the results and distilled learnings 
from the various scenarios. These analysis results will 
help SSEN inform their flexibility planning processes 
moving forward, identify key data that exists in 
different systems or doesn’t yet exist, and understand 
a methodology to value flexibility in a particular region 
given alternative traditional solutions. These learning 
are documented in the various supporting reports 
on the topics of flexibility valuation and flexibility cost 
benefit analysis. The learnings are also shared through 
the Energy Network Association (ENA) Open Networks 
Project (ON-P) for the benefit of all GB DNOs. The 
knowledge produced from MERLIN has also directly 
fed into the TRANSITION and LEO projects, through 
stakeholder engagement workshops, which specifically 
includes:

• Building CIM models

• Valuing flexible services

• Over-procurement strategy

•  Performing long term analyses comparing  
flexible services vs traditional solutions

All knowledge findings, including workshop 
presentations, are freely available to all via our project 
website: https://project-merlin.co.uk
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3. End-to-End Test – GridOS TE
3.1  Key Stakeholder Groups and their Needs

Stakeholder Group 1: Distribution Network Operator

Stakeholder Engagement Processes: 
Stakeholder consultation with SSEN and Cambridge
Stakeholder consultation with LEO participants

Needs statements elicited

• As a DNO, I want to simulate the set-up of my market. This can be done using the following steps: 
• Select Market Mechanism (DLMP, Pay as bid, etc.).

• Select ‘Zone’ or Network Area for the Market.”

so that I can set up different market structures to understand the impacts and cost & benefits analysis.

• As a DNO, I want to approve participants and assets to participate in the market, so I can allow market participants to participate  
in the market to understand my potential costs and revenue and also learn how a market will operate.

• As a DNO, I want to simulate my day ahead and intraday markets: 

• To view the need for energy based on asset availability and forecasted load 

• Generate and send dispatch schedules to the participant(s),

so that I can simulate secure & safe dispatch of DG/DER to eliminate constraints & minimize cost in the market.

• As a DNO, I want to validate dispatch events and the settlement amounts: 

• Through ingesting (simulated) measurement data

• Comparing the scheduled dispatch against measured dispatch 

• Calculating the settlement price and publishing to participants,

so that I can visualise results of markets including number transactions, delivered flexibility, non-delivered flexibility, and market  
total costs

Stakeholder Group 2: Market Participant

Stakeholder Engagement Processes: Stakeholder consultation with LEO participants

Needs statements elicited

• As a Market Participant, I want to register in the market and register my assets, so that I can simulate there current and/or potential 
asset(s) performance in the market to understand my potential costs of owning the asset and revenue generated through the 
market.

• As a Market Participant, I want to submit bids and offers into the market simulation, so that I can simulate my current and/or potential 
asset(s) performance in the market to understand revenue.

• As a Market Participant, I want to view the settlement results of the day ahead/intra day market operation, so that I can assess my 
assets performance in the market to understand my potential revenue.

Stakeholder Group 3: Project Partner, Market Analyst

Stakeholder Engagement Processes: Stakeholder consultation with SSEN and Cambridge

Needs statements elicited

• As a market analyst, I want to view the results of the market to prepare my analysis report, so that I can write reports that outline  
the results of different market setups including number transactions, delivered flexibility, non-delivered flexibility, and market total 
costs
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3.2  System Solution

3.2.1 System Architecture Description and Structural Diagram(s) 

GridOS TE – Architecture Diagram

DSP UI

API Gateway

DSP Service

Worker

Optimisation 
Engine

DSPO

MPI UI

Scheduler

Market Participants

Database Job Queue

Authentication 
Service

Identity Provider

Architecture Details

GridOS TE is composed of multiple services and an 
authentication service which is shared across GridOS 
products. GridOS TE also leverages some of the 
components from GridOS IDP, including the Network 
Model Service. Those are not shown in the diagram 
above for brevity.

Distribution System Platform (DSP) UI

Hosts the DSP screens made available to the  
Distribution System Platform Operator (DSPO). This 
service is implemented using React as a single page 
application. This service makes requests to the 
Authentication Service to authenticate and authorize 
users and makes requests to the API Gateway to  
access the GridOS backend.
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Market Participant Interface (MPI) UI

Hosts the market participant screens made available 
to market participants. This service is like the DSP User 
Interface (UI) in architecture but hosts market participant 
functions instead.

Authentication Service

The authentication service handles identifying users.  
It provides the user the ability to login (either directly 
or via a federated identity provider). Once the user 
has provided credentials, the authentication service 
will generate a JSON Web Token (JWT) which will be 
returned to uniquely identify the user for subsequent 
interactions. The JWT is validated when request passes 
through the Application Programming Interface (API) 
Gateway where the user role is validated, and  
permissions checked.

DSP Service

Serves requests for markets functionality. Requests 
may either be served immediately (synchronously), 
or they may be queued for deferred processing 
(asynchronously). Fast requests are generally served 
immediately while longer requests get deferred. An 
example of a fast request is a lookup of the assets 
assigned to a user. An example of a long request is a 
request to regenerate pricing events.

Requests are deferred by adding a job to the Job  
Queue and returning a response to the UI immediately. 
That job is then picked up by the Worker and executed  
at some point in the future.

Scheduler

Adds recurring jobs to the Job Queue at the right time  
to be executed asynchronously by the Worker. An 
example of a recurring job is to generate pricing events 
for the day ahead market at the same time every day, or 
to generate pricing events for the same day market for 
each hour (or sub-hour) in the day.

Worker

Executes queued jobs. Jobs may be queued by an  
explicit request from the DSP Service or they may be 
queued by the Scheduler. The worker may take a long 
time to execute a job. When a job is complete, results  
are posted to the Database. Multiple instances of the 
Worker may be deployed to process more jobs in parallel.

Optimization Engine

Optimization component used by the worker to find 
optimal solutions to electric network problems. For 
example, the Optimization Engine is used to find 
optimal dispatch schedules for enrolled assets in cost 
optimization programs.

3.2.2  Key System Use Cases and Diagram(s)

The primary use case for the GridOS TE system  
deployed as part of Project MERLIN is simulation of a 
constraint management market. In the simulated market, 
bids and offers defining per-interval willingness to supply 
a service are submitted on behalf of DER. The market 
operator sets system needs through input of load and 
generation profiles tailored to a network. 
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The primary value function is as follows: After all data 
are submitted to the market simulation software, the 
software outputs a real and reactive power schedule that 
minimizes the cost to resolve constraints through use 
of flexibility contracts. The market results are posted as 
though they were part of a day-ahead market in which 
users submit bids and/or offers daily.

Stage 1: Input Data

To output market results that resolve constraints  
through flexibility contracts the DSO must first create  
a market program in the DSP platform and upload a 
CIM16 network model that includes all flexibility assets 
that will participate in the market. Next, the DSO shall 
upload the network’s hourly load data forecast as well   
as the generation forecasts of each renewable asset. 
After upload, GridOS will validate that the data provided 
is in the correct format.

Stage	2:	Market	Configuration

Next, the DSO can configure the market settings 
by selecting an optimisation objective function 
(cost optimization or loss optimization), a pricing 
methodology (Pay as Bid or Pay as Clear) and the time 
zone of the analysis. Lastly, the DSO must assign all 
participating assets to specific Market Participants. 

Stage 3: Market Interaction

Through the MPI platform, Market Participants shall  
enter bids and offers of their corresponding assets. 
These bids and offers must contain a price and quantity 
and can be standing or datetime specific. For standing 
offers, a single price-quantity or a timeseries can be 
selected to include hourly prices. 

Stage 4: DSO Runs Simulation

In the DSP platform, the DSO selects the interval of 
analysis (Same Day or Day Ahead Market) based on 
the load and price signals. Then the DSO triggers the 
simulation to run. At this point, the Optimisation Engine 
will run the simulation based on the selected market 
objective and generates asset dispatch schedules 
accordingly.  
 
 
 
 

Stage 5: Market Results

In both the MPI and DSP platforms, the DSO and 
Market Participants can view the dispatch schedules 
and utilisation per asset. These results follow an hourly 
breakdown and can be downloaded into a .csv format. 

Stage 6: Market Analysis

Here the DSO can use the market results to make 
informed decisions regarding market planning. 
Particularly, the DSO may use the acquired information 
to (a) understand the total cost of running a flexibility 
market, (b) understand where energy may come from 
and its associated cost/impact on the overall network 
and (c) gain insight into the potential of flexibility  
markets to minimize network constraints.

3.2.3 Scenario and Behavioral Diagram(s)

The diagram below depicts the sequence of events 
required for a market simulation to occur. In specific:

•  The initial condition of the system requires input  
data from the Operator Interface as well as the 
Participant Interface. The system requires a CIM 
network model with assets, the properties of such 
assets and a load and generation forecasts of the 
network.

•  The trigger for the system is the initialization of a 
simulation by the DSO in the Operator Interface.  
For a simulation to be triggered, the system  
requires:

•  Bids and offers to be assigned to each asset in 
the Participant Interface

•  For the DSO to configure the market settings 
(market timings, pricing methodology and 
optimisation function) in the Operator Interface

•  This information is then passed to the Optimization 
Engine where generation schedules per asset, and 
pricing events are created

•  The post-condition of the system relates to its 
outputs, which include asset pricing events and 
dispatch schedules for the user (DSO and Market 
Participants) to view and download.
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3.2.4  Design Decisions and Alternatives

For Project MERLIN, the key considerations that had to 
be made in terms of system capabilities versus cost and 
performance were around the services being simulated, 
as well as the method used to simulate these services.

Services

•  The project team decided to focus on  
compensation for active power (MW) services, 
 rather than compensation for reactive power 
services. This decision was due to two factors:

•  Familiarity of industry with active power pricing 
(£/MWh) in existing operational contexts 
that share market structure with the market 
developed for Project TRANSITION

•  Prevalence of active power relative to reactive 
power services in documentation from Origami 
as well as the UK Energy Network Association 
(ENA).

•  The project team did include reactive power  
services requests alongside active power services, 
however, to demonstrate the ability of power system 
analyses to resolve grid constraints through a 
combination of real and reactive power instructions.

Method of Service Simulation

•  For active power services between the DSO and 
the simulated participants, Opus One was able to 
leverage its market participant interface as well as 
its security constrained cost minimization dispatch 
algorithm. 

•  For market clearing, i.e., assigning a price to services, 
Opus One created two pricing algorithms.

•  Pay as clear market clearing price algorithm 
that assigns to each dispatched resource the 
maximum offer price of dispatched resources 

• Pay as bid.

Inputs

Initial Condition
Separated data for 
network model, no 

existing market

Operator Interface

CIM Network Model
w/Assets

Asset Properties

Load and Generation
Forecasts

Participant Interface

Bids and Offers

Processes

Market ConfigurationsTEMS

Initial Condition
No simulation data exists 

for the created market

Market Timings

Day Ahead Same Day

Pricing Methodology

Pay as Bid Pay as Clear

Optimisation Function

Loss Cost
Start Simulation

Outputs

Operator Interface

Asset Pricing Events

Asset Dispatch Schedule

Participant Interface

Asset Pricing Events

Asset Dispatch Schedule

Optimisation Engine

Optimal Schedule
Generation

Pricing Events 
Generation

TRIGGERS TRIGGERS
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•  For network modifications use cases, Opus One 
updated network models in GridOS IDP and re-ran 
markets with the same bids and offers as the base 
network model. This allowed an end-to-end use  
case showcasing both IDP and TE.

Design	Decision	Trade-offs

•  By focusing on active power and customized 
network model updates, the project team 
demonstrated a way in which a flexibility market 
could be designed to manage constraints through 
use of a network model.

•  By allowing for the market simulation process to 
be manual, the team gained velocity as existing 
solutions could be used with manual user inputs.

•  Automation would have taken longer to implement 
and required a restricted set of use cases, but would 
have allowed testing of the abilities of the systems  
to integrate and provide services.

•  Automation is a key use case in Project 
TRNANSITION, and so the learnings from Project 
MERLIN are applied to facilitate automation for 
TRANSITION’s use cases.

Overall, the project decisions allowed for the team to  
test relevant services within project timeframes and 
provided a launching pad for continued discussions 
within SSEN as well as Opus One.

3.2.5  Value Model

GridOS TE operates markets that facilitate DER 
participation in DSO and Bulk networks, providing 
those network operators with grid safe, carbon and 
cost-mitigating services from DER, while providing 
participants opportunities to maximise the economic 
potential of their resources. The two-sided market 
platform manages long-term contracts and short-
term bids and offers alongside system loads to create 
optimised participation schedules, dispatching DG/DERs 
to reduce the overall cost of safe system operation. 
 
 
 

The value-add of GridOS TE is that it allows the utility 
user to:

•  Schedule flexible solutions to resolve constraints to 
realise flexibility plans as alternatives to traditional 
reinforcement (business as usual).

•  Consider the network impact of nodal generation 
and consumption as opposed to the nodal impact 
of energy consumption and generation (traditional 
DERMS).

•  Perform network model based cost minimisations 
that minimise the cost to resolve current and voltage 
constraints across a network, rather than only the 
cost to stay below an active power limit at some 
node in a network (competing flexibility solutions).

The value add to the flexible resource owner is that 
GridOS TE:

•  Assigns location and time specific value to contracts 
and dispatch, potentially making greater use of the 
resource in certain hours for distribution constraint 
management services, while allowing the resource 
to remain available for other services.

The value add to consumers is that GridOS TE:

• For flexibility asset owners:

•  Clarifies the investment case in DER for flexibility 
markets, opening revenue streams for DER and 
in turn lowering the cost the utility must pay for 
flexibility solutions.

• For power consumer without flexibility assets:

•  As the cost a utility must pay for flexibility 
solutions falls, the network cost for non-flexibility 
asset owners is reduced.

Alternatives to GridOS TE are:

• Traditional reinforcement solutions.

•  Distributed Energy Resource Management Systems 
(DERMS) platforms.

•  Economic-only contract procurement, and then  
flat scheduled events.
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Benefits of GridOS TE vs Alternatives:

•  Powerflow capabilities allows it to be used  
real-time i.e. in an operational environment

• Serves both DNO and flexible service provider

3.3 Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

RTM attached separately

3.4  End-to-End Narrative

For Project MERLIN, the team focused on the  
distinctions between flexibility services and energy 
market services so that the software could be scaled 
across US, Canadian, and UK systems with minimal 
development overhead. 

With a focus on utility network models, power system 
analysis, and optimisations that minimise the cost 
to safely serve the grid, the project team delivered a 
solution that serves those jurisdictions through user 
inputs rather than time consuming back end processes.

Early in the project, Opus One, SSEN, and Cambridge 
University’s economists convened in the U.K. to discuss 
the various grid services transactions the MERLIN 
deployment would clarify.

Those early meetings aligned both the planning and 
markets development along a single path. That single 
path extended the GridOS Optimization Engine’s 
capabilities in a way that allowed both the markets and 
planning software tools to use the same optimization 
functions and apply them as needed for their use cases.

In addition to those session with Cambridge, Opus 
One and SSEN’s direct interactions clarified the use 
cases for smart solutions as alternatives to traditional 
reinforcement in planning time frame, as well as 
flexibility services contracting in operational time  
frames.

Those sessions highlighted the core considerations  
that would be used to determine the ability of smart 
solutions to pose an economically and technically  
viable alternative to traditional reinforcement.

From there, sessions focused on flexibility services as  
a deviation from a baseline allowed Opus One to focus  
on services trading to facilitate grid supply, as distinct 
from North American use cases in which energy supply 
is optimized alongside constraint management services.

The collaboration across partners highlighted the 
importance of standardising:

• Services contracting

• Market gate times

• Services definitions

• Settlement rules

• Data Inputs

• Load forecasts

• Generation forecasts

• Network models

• Data Outputs

• Schedules

• Prices

• Notifications

In Project MERLIN, the data inputs were manually 
created by SSEN staff, and the data outputs were 
automated via GridOS.

The learning from that joint manual-automated  
process has led to our work in Project TRANSITION 
where many of the data processes now target 
automation. For example, load forecasts and  
generation forecasts are ingested through integration 
with a forecast provider, flexibility services are  
contracted along published market gates, and  
dispatches of flexibility are communicated via both  
a web platform and email notifications.
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The web platform is designed to facilitate user 
interaction with minimal learning curves for aggregators, 
prosumers other industry actors, and DSOs.

3.5		 System	Specifications

Server Hardware Requirements

The following is the recommended server configuration 
for GridOS TE. All machines are expected to use a 
modern x64 server processor. This can be scaled down 
by combining nodes however there will be trade-offs. 
A minimal configuration to serve GridOS could be a 
single machine with 8 cores and 32GB of memory; 
this can be discussed on a case-by-case basis with our 
integration personnel however is not recommended. 
The number of concurrent analysis tasks that can be 
performed concurrently scale based on the number of 
compute nodes as well as the database node size.

Server Software Requirements

On each node above, the following should be installed:

•  Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS or RedHat Enterprise  
Linux 7.4+

• Docker 18.09+ (either CE or EE is acceptable)

•  SSH with root access credentials granted (for 
maintenance)

•  Time zone and internet time should be configured 
on each node

Client/User Hardware Requirements

Modern CPU

• 2 cores minimum, 4+ recommended

• 2.0 GHz minimum, 3.0 GHz+ recommended

Graphics processor supporting WebGL 2.0

• Can be integrated or discrete

8GB RAM (16GB recommended)

Network-capability

Role Instance Count Number of Cores CPU Speed RAM
Disk Space 
(Minimum)

Manager 1 2 2.5 GHz 2GB 32 GB

Object Storage 1 1 2.5 GHz 2 GB 1 TB

Database 1
16+ (32 
recommended)

3.0 GHz 32+ GB 2 TB

Backend 1 8 3.0 GHz 16 GB 32 GB

Compute 2+ 4 3.0 GHz 32+ GB 32 GB

Logging 1 4 3.0 GHz 16 GB 1 TB
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Client/User Software Requirements

Google Chrome

•  We specifically test the most recent versions at  
the time of each release

• Must be able to connect to the following URLs:

• *.gridos.com

• basemaps.cartocdn.com

Since this project is deployed to the cloud, the above 
was not required by SSEN, but instead Opus One 
deployed the solution to the internet following the 
hardware and software requirements described above. 

3.6 Information and Knowledge Management

3.6.1  Information Management Processes 

GridOS TE used the same data as GridOS IDP and 
followed the same process for information management 
(see section 2.6.1). Since the flexibility markets were 
simulated, bids and offers were created without 
consulting flexibility service providers.

3.6.2  Knowledge Management Processes

From the flexibility simulations performed, SSEN, 
Opus One, and Cambridge reviewed the results 
and reflected on the flexibility market mechanisms 
that were successful in representing various market 
services. Flexibility procurement for constraint relief 
was successful with pay as bid and pay as clear clearing 
strategies. This learning provides confidence for SSEN 
to further pursue flexibility market trials in Project 
TRANSITION and beyond. The learnings from these 
studies have also be shared with other GB DNOs to 
support the transition to DSO initiative through the  
ENA Open Networks Project.

Specific	learnings	that	have	been	passed	on	 
through stakeholder workshops include:

•  Market payment mechanisms i.e. pay as bid  
and pay as clear

•  Market dispatch mechanisms e.g. cost-minimising 
power-flow

• System modelling of operational models

All learnings can be accessed by all on the MERLIN 
website: https://project-merlin.co.uk
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4. End-to-End Test – Cimphony
4.1 Key Stakeholder Groups and their Needs

Stakeholder Group 1: Distribution Network Operator

Stakeholder Engagement Processes: 
• Initial requirements gathering
• Multiple verification and validation of outputs sessions
• Understanding planning processes workshops

Needs statements elicited

• As a network operator, I want to export my model data to OGS so that they can build network models.

Stakeholder Group 2: Technology Solution Specialist

Stakeholder Engagement Processes:
• Initial requirements gathering
• Multiple verification and validation of outputs sessions
• Understanding planning processes workshops

Needs statements elicited

• As Opus One Solutions, I want OGS to convert model data into Common Information Model (CIM) format so that they can export it 
to me.

• As Opus One Solutions, I want to import CIM data, so that I can perform network modelling tasks e.g. designing new connections, 
model traditional reinforcements, model flexible services.

4.2   System Solution

4.2.1  System Architecture Description 
 and Structural Diagram(s)

Open Grid’s Cimphony Concert is a scalable data 
management platform that combines a standards-
based persistent data management platform with 
an integrated real-time database. This system stores 
multiple, interconnected catalogues of data in a standard 
structure, allowing multiple modules and external 
applications to connect, extract and update data.

The system uses MongoDB as the underlying 
database engine, supporting multi-server redundancy, 
authentication, and encrypted communications. 

The Cimphony data repository combines two  
databases reflecting the different properties of the 
data to be stored. The diagram above shows the core 
components, with those utilised for MERLIN highlighted. 
The first component manages the as-built network, 
with updates reflecting the change in the normal 
network configuration, tracking all history automatically 
as change set (commits or blocks) within a blockchain 
based data structure. This data may change several times 
a day depending on how often network operators supply 
changes with the blockchain structure.  

Cimphony provides a cryptographically verifiable  
ledger of all changes made to the database including 
when they were made and by whom. This structure 
also supports the “branching” of data to create projects 
for planned future changes, or to allow users to study 
different scenarios independently of the as-built  
“master” branch.

The second component stores data that changes 
more frequently, including Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition (SCADA) measurements, smart-meter 
data and even high-resolution data such as Phasor 
Measurement Units (PMUs). Together, these  
components provide complete historical tracking of  
the network configuration at any point in time, allowing 
the extraction of historical models with corresponding 
load, generation and switching devices statuses.

A memory cache layer integrates the two, so external 
interfaces and modules can see a hybrid view of 
real-time and as-built data for any point in time. The 
underlying data storage repository performs this 
integration so external applications and modules can 
view current, past and future data in a common format 
and structure. 
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The Cimphony data repository stores a full history of  
all data using cryptographically signed blocks within  
a blockchain, storing current and historical versions of 
any data object, and a real-time database storing high-
frequency attribute data as shown above. This allows 
for the storage of high volumes of data covering current 
and historical data sets, with cryptographic verification 
and tracking of any changes to the data catalogue’s 
data objects using the blockchain architecture. This 
technology is already being used by Open Grid for 
storing SCADA, market, simulation, smart-meter, and 
control data at multiple utilities world-wide.

Data Storage & Export

The block chain DB and real-time historian combined 
support the storage of complete network models 
conforming to an IEC 61970/61968 structure, with the 
CIM v16 standard with extensions used to cover the 
scope of the data. REQ_1001 for access to this data is 
met via two primary methods:

•  The CIM XML interface provides a mechanism for 
complete network export in a format compliant  
with IEC 61970-552. This is used to export data to  
the Opus One systems

•  The OData API is an IEC/ISO RESTful interface 
conforming to the OData v4.0 standard. This 
provides a micro-service approach to accessing  
data via complex querying and filtering, allowing 
access to the underlying network and historical  
data compatible with off-the-shelf Business 
Intelligence systems.

Data Visualisation

The Geographical UI allows for visualisation of the 
network data via a standard web browser, satisfying 
REQT_1002. Additional UI components within  
Cimphony Concert allow for data browsing and 
schematic generation, but these were not within  
the scope of the MERLIN requirements.

Data Transformation

The data transformation, validation and topology 
processing modules being used to support the data 
ingression and conversion process as defined by 
REQT_1003. This process involves multiple steps:

As part of Open Grid’s Grid Platform work, the 
import and conversion of complete GIS models from 
Smallworld and ESRI into CIM has been undertaken. 
For MERLIN this has included the CIM+GML exports 
from Smallworld. This involves connectivity analysis 
to determine the electrical connectivity, deriving CIM 
connectivity nodes, terminals and connections for 
cables/lines from the underlying geographical  
topology data.

Other Data Importer

Other data can be imported into Cimphony using 
model-driven data transformation modules supporting 
a number of common power systems formats. Currently 
Cimphony supports the import of data from a number 
of power system analysis applications including PSS/E, 
PSLF, CYMDIST, Synergi and DigSILENT PowerFactory 
through its DGS format. This includes conversion of 
these data formats into CIM for both distribution and 
transmission systems.

As part of MERLIN additional import modules were 
configured to support existing custom formats and data 
structures to enable the import and integration of the 
data into the NMM.

Integrated Network Model 

Cimphony has the capability to integrate different 
datasets. This means that within the NMM the core 
network model can be merged with data imported  
and converged from multiple external sources.  
Although this process will be automated, the initial  
phase of any project generally requires manual matching 
of assets and Ids from the different datasets to then 
created automated, repeatable processes.

Network Topology Processing and Aggregation

Cimphony has the ability to perform topological 
processing of the electrical network model to identify 
topological islands and perform network simplification. 
This simplification can take the form of bus-branch 
(CIM topological node) generation from a detailed 
node-breaker (CIM connectivity node) model. This is 
commonly used for generating network models for 
power-flow analysis and export to formats such as  
PSS/E RAW.
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The topological processing can also be used to identify 
network parts downstream of a node (e.g. identifying 
the extent of a feeder). It can then optionally collapse 
these network parts into single nodes with equivalent 
load and generation calculated from the downstream 
network part. This was used to produce the detailed and 
collapsed models required for analysis as part of MERLIN.

Validation

Once the data is converted into CIM it can then be 
validated using Cimphony‘s built-in validation tools.  
This includes:

• Checking the data is valid XML

•  Checking the data conforms to the serialisation 
format rules (e.g. IEC 61970-552 CIM RDF XML) 
including validating XML namespaces

•  Checking the data against the meta-model class 
structure and that classes, attributes and references 
are valid (e.g. ensuring any classes or attributes exist 
in the declared version of CIM or any customer 
defined extensions) 

•  Executing detailed validation rules defined in the 
Object Constraint Language (OCL) including 
standard rule sets based on IEC and ENTSO-E 
standards

Cimphony includes an OCL editor to allow users to 
define custom rules that can then be run against loaded 
data sets. The topological processor is also available to 
check for unexpected islanding in the network.

Analytics and Processing of Integrated CIM Data

Cimphony has the ability to process, analyse and convert 
all, or parts, of the integrated model into different 
versions of CIM or other power system formats. This 
includes:

• Inter-CIM version conversion

•  The ability to split integrated models into multiple 
data sets to cover the partitioning of the network into 
multiple parts including logical network groupings 
(e.g. by geographical area or feeder) 
 

•  Splitting the data by type into standardised CIM 
profile-defined datasets for equipment, starting 
conditions, state variables, topology, diagrams, 
geographical data etc.

•  Cimphony’s model-driven transformation 
functionality also allows the data to be converted 
into other power system formats for export (e.g. 
CIM to PSS/E RAW v31-33). The transformation 
framework within Cimphony allows for additional 
transformations to be added as plug-ins, with the 
system automatically identifying them and  
providing access in the user interface.

4.2.2  Key System Use Cases and Diagram(s)

The key external systems and stakeholders out with  
the Opus One tools are:

• The Planning Engineers at SSEN

• The existing legacy GIS system

•  The Connectivity+ Project (providing GIS exports 
from the next-gen GIS)

• Open Data Project Engineers

Planning Data Generation

The Planning engineers are both providers of data, 
and users of data within the system. The creation of 
fully integrated standardised data to support economic 
analysis requires multiple inputs including data held  
and used by planners for manual processes.

The initial phase of the project focussed on augmenting 
and integrating these data sets, with the legacy GIS data 
used to generate a detail High Voltage network model  
in an IEC CIM structure:

This process merged multiple sources, used  
Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning techniques,  
and integration modules to produce the integrate  
IEC CIM data that planning engineers could then use 
within their existing analysis tools, in parallel with the  
economic analysis being undertaken within the Opus 
One platform.
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Connectivity+ Data Integration

The Connectivity+ project being undertaken with 
SSEN created IEC CIM exports of data that was being 
manually corrected as part of an ongoing data quality 
improvement exercise. This data was in IEC CIM v15 
and required conversion and integration with multiple 
additional data sets to create a fully integrate set capable 
of supporting the economic analysis and for planning 
engineers to leverage.

Open Data

The project has also highlighted that the fully integrated 
model aligns with the UK industry’s move to facilitate 
open data sharing. The data produced was therefore 
provided to Open Data Project engineers to support 
forthcoming open data focussed projects.

4.2.3  Scenario and Behavioral Diagram(s) 

Planning Data Generation

•  The planning engineers require a detailed  
High Voltage model to support planning studies  
triggered by a customer or business request

•  The existing data sets comprising databases, 
spreadsheets, and analysis application files are 
converted into an IEC CIM format

•  The legacy GIS shapefiles that define the 
geographical location of assets are also converted 
into IEC CIM

•  AI/ML analysis is performed on the GIS CIM  
data to create full connectivity models and 
correct for data quality issues

•  The network analysis CIM and GIS CIM files are 
integrated, augmenting the planning model with 
detailed geographical location data to support 
geospatial analysis and planning

•  The resulting integrated IEC CIM files are used by 
the planning engineers within their analysis 
application

•  The results of the planning study are then used  
to inform decisions on network investment or 
planning applications

GIS to CIM

to CIM

GIS Shapefi les GIS IEC CIM

HV IEC CIM

AI/ML Analysis

Integration

LTDS Planning 
Network Data 

(MDB, XLS, 
PSS/E)

LTDS HV IEC 
CIM

Planning Engineer
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Connectivity+ Data Integration

•  GIS feeder data is updated and corrected within the 
new GIS as part of Connectivity+ triggering an export 
of CIM v15 data

•  This data is imported into Cimphony Concert where  
a multi-stage integration process

• Updates the data to CIM v16

•  Performs additional analysis and integration 
functions on the GIS CIM to align it with ENTSO-E 
and IEC standards

•  Integrates multiple datasets to augment the base 
connectivity by:

• Adding asset information including calculated 
line parameters and transformer ratings

• Adds distributed generation data for 
renewables and small-scale generation

• Updates the circuit and substation 
references with the master record from  
the customer management system

• Calculates seasonal load schedules from  
the historical sensor data

• Combines multiple individual feeder files into   
 per-primary substation network models

•  The resulting integrated models are exported into  
IEC CIM files and provided to planning engineers

•  This automates a manual integration process and  
the resulting files can be used to support planning 
studies that are then used to inform decisions on 
network investment or planning applications

Connectivity+ 
Project

GIS IEC CIM

MV IEC CIMIntegration

Asset Type 
Database

Distributed 
Generation 

Register

Circuit 
Reference 
Database

Customer 
Management 

System

Planning Engineer

Historical 
Sensor Data
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Open Data

Within SSEN and other UK DNOs seeking to provide open 
access to data including network model, real-time sensor 
data, asset information, distributed generators etc. The 
work undertaken for MERLIN provides the foundation of 
this data. The process mirrors that for planning engineers 
with the Open Data project engineers using the same 
outputs to support open data access.

4.2.4  Design Decisions and Alternatives

The system had to:

•  Create and store detailed data covering the full scope 
of utility data required to perform accurate network 
simulations

•  The ability to store large quantities of historical data 
covering detailed sensors

•  Link the sensor data to the correct point on the 
network topology

•  Disaggregate data across a detailed network topology 
to support localised network analysis

• Identify and mitigate data quality issues in legacy data

The critical variables were:

• The source of the core network topology, as multiple   
 overlapping, disconnected systems were identified  
 as being source candidates for the core network   
 including planning, GIS, and operational systems

• Matching sensor data with the correct network  
 topology point due to a lack of monitoring at lower  
 voltages and noise in sensor data that needed to be  
 identified and filtered

• Compatibility of the generated data with target   
 systems including Opus One systems and existing   
 planning applications 

GIS GIS Shapefi les AI/ML Analysis

Connectivity+ 
Project

GIS IEC 
CIM

GIS IEC 
CIM

LTDS Planning 
Network Data 
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The variables were all taken into account as part of the 
overall process:

•  All source datasets were analysed and stakeholders 
consulted to determine the most appropriate dataset, 
and then any issues with accessing, converting, 
and integrating this data. The chosen dataset was 
considered to be the highest quality in terms of 
validation, use, and maintenance, however it was also 
acknowledged as not containing the most detail. 
This was mitigated by incorporating and integrating 
additional datasets from other systems. The use 
of standards also allowed for the incorporation of 
alternative sources of data, so the initial generation 
of networks from legacy GIS data was replaced with 
CIM exports from the new GIS when that became 
available during the project

•  Matching sensor data locations with network 
topology required the matching of identifiers 
between systems. This was acknowledged as having 
some legacy data quality issues, and so multiple 
data points were used to identify the correct point. 
Consultation with engineers and stakeholders 
allowed the quality issues to be understood and 
mitigated.

•  The compatibility issues around the standards was 
mitigated by ensuring the data complied with the 
ENTSO-E Common Grid Model Exchange Standards 
(CGMES) that is widely supported by existing 
applications. Where additional data was used that  
was within CIM (or within extensions to the 
CIM), Open Grid consulted with Opus One and 
stakeholders to ensure this additional data did 
not introduce incompatibilities, and that this data 
provided extra information but its omissions would 
not cause any analysis to be incomplete.

4.2.5  Value Model 

The alternatives to the use of Cimphony Concert and 
the complex data integration developed, tested, and 
demonstrated for MERLIN would be:

•  Rely on a single system to provide networks to 
support simulation and analysis. This would either be:

•  A new system which contains all the data that 
has been collected and integrated by Cimphony 
Concert for MERLIN. Using Concert as this system 
would then continue the MERLIN work, leverage 
the datasets built, and integrations defined; using 
an alternative system would require it to already 
contain off-the-shelf conversion and integration 
support to duplicate the MERLIN process, or 
duplicate the work.

•  An existing system that provides partial datasets 
that have been used for MERLIN. This would 
require the end-users to either accept a reduction 
in the scope of data available, or the existing 
system to be enhanced to cover the required 
scope

•  Manual collection and integration of data on a case-
by-case basis to construct the network data required 
for simulation and analysis. This results in bottlenecks 
around available engineering resources and places a 
bottleneck on the number of networks and volume 
of analysis that can be undertaken. Expanding the 
scope of data requires additional time, slowing 
overall throughput and thus placing a constraint 
on the overall system. The costs of this approach 
are measured in personnel days, and potentially in 
fines from the regulator for failing to respond in the 
timescales mandated by the license. 

Where a new system would be procured, Cimphony 
Concert is one of multiple systems available for managing 
network data available from large multinational vendors. 
The benefit of the Cimphony Concert system is that it 
integrates as-built, and historical views of network data, 
with the historical and real-time sensor data. This allows 
for detailed analysis including load profiles and historical 
views to be automatically built. Utilities could integrate 
a network management system with their historical and 
real-time data management systems to replicate this 
functionality, with any commercial benefits or detriments 
to this approach being a decision for the customer.
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4.3 Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

The requirements traceability matrix can be found as an 
additional attachment accompanying this submission.

4.4 End-to-End Narrative

Scope	definition

The initial phase of the project was identifying the data 
requirements for the Opus One Grid tools, and the 
areas of SSEN’s network that was to be analysed for 
the project. The target networks were split between 
SSEN’s northern network (Scottish Hydro Electric Power 
Distribution) and southern network (Southern Electric 
Power Distribution). This presented some additional 
challenges as the two networks have some differences:

•  In Scotland the distribution network is up to, but not 
including 132kV, with the transmission/distribution 
boundary at the 33/132kV substation. In England 
distribution networks include the 132kV with the 
boundary at the 132kV/275kV substation.

•  The primary datasets are managed independently 
between the two license areas, with a number of 
key systems including the legacy GIS and network 
planning databases managed using different 
structures and formats.

The scope of data was discussed with the internal 
SSEN stakeholders including the planning engineers, 
GIS system owners, operations engineers, and asset 
management system owners. The data requirements 
for the economic analysis was also discussed with Opus 
One, along with a discussion on the scope and structure 
of data required by their tools.

The available datasets from SSEN were identified via 
discussions with their engineers along with knowledge 
and understanding gained by Open Grid Systems 
through past engagements with SSEN.

Throughout the project, knowledge dissemination 
events and work by SSEN staff revealed additional 
systems and datasets that contained information that 
was brought into scope to augment the initially 
identified sets.

Data Collection & Analysis

The candidate systems for providing the core network 
data were each analysed to determine:

• The scope of the data.

• The sensitivity of the data and related access   
 controls.

• The format of the data and its accessibility.

• Whether the data was regularly updated.

•  If the data itself was considered the single source  
or itself built from other systems.

For the operational system, the sensitivity and security 
of the data placed restrictions on who could access it, 
and it was noted that there were contractual restrictions 
on who could access the proprietary database structures 
that would prevent non-SSEN staff from having access 
to the raw data. Further discussions with operational 
engineers revealed the scope of the electrical data and 
the augmentation that would be required to provide 
sufficient data for economic analysis.

The legacy GIS data was provided in different  
structures for the two network license areas, albeit in 
a common format (Shapefiles). This was considered 
the master source of network data below 33kV for 
planning, and discussions with engineers involved with 
GIS maintenance, and innovation projects around GIS 
data revealed plans to augment and use this data across 
multiple SSEN systems moving forward. Analysis of this 
data did reveal where it was missing direct electrical 
parameters, and where it contained references to asset 
information that would need to be sourced from other 
datasets.

Discussion with planning engineers focussed on the 
network models and datasets they used internally, and 
those that were provided externally as part of their 
license conditions. The public datasets covered the  
33-132kV networks, with full electrical parameters 
including line, transformer, generation and aggerated 
loading data. 
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The internal data was split between fully managed  
33-132kV network models, and on-demand manual 
creation of 11kV network models derived from GIS data 
used for analysis planning applications at the lower 
voltage levels.

The process of manual creation was further explored 
to understand the process undertaken and datasets 
used. This allowed the overall scope of data to be better 
understood and for additional dataset to be sourced and 
extracted such as the conversion of human-readable 
documents into machine-readable files for batch 
processing. 

Topology	Generation	and	Artificial	Intelligence	 
(AI) / Machine Learning (ML)

The 33-132kV (HV) models were already maintained 
as full electrical topology models suitable for complex 
analysis. The 11kV and below models were maintained 
in a system focussed on the physical assets and their 
location, but without the validated connectivity that is 
required to extract accurate topologies. For MERLIN the 
economic analysis requires detailed topology models 
for 11kV which was not maintained as a fully topology 
network.

To build topology the GIS data needed to be converted 
into the CIM data structure, then the connectivity 
gaps in topology identified. There were multiple issues 
causing these gaps, from missing data such as substation 
internal configurations not being stored in the GIS, 
to gaps between lines and cables. These gaps were a 
combination of historical errors and artefacts of the 
rendering of data in the source system (e.g. lines did 
not meet as the source system displayed an icon at that 
location).

Advanced Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 
algorithms were applied to this data, with additional 
inputs from the customer information system and asset 
database. This process identified and corrected issues 
with the connectivity to create the radial feeder networks 
suitable for analysis. This data was then passed through 
internal data validation and topology processing modules 
in Cimphony Concert to validate the underlying data 
consistency. Multiple iterations of this process took place 
to create a repeatable, automated process to generate 
usable data.

During the course of MERLIN, the feeder data was 
augmented with outputs from the Connectivity+ 
innovation project that involved manual correction and 
verification of the gaps and issues MERLIN had identified 
and was correcting with AI/ML techniques. The outputs 
from MERLIN were fed back to Connectivity+ and the 
resulting corrected datasets from Connectivity+ were 
then used within the data integration process for MERLIN.

While the MERLIN scope was limited to the secondary 
stations at the 11kV/400V boundary, the process was 
intended to also support the generation of LV feeder 
connectivity models from the secondary stations  
down to the meter. This would allow any future work  
to expand the scope of analysis to include simulation  
at the household/business premises level.
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Asset Data Integration

The connectivity data generated both via the AI/ML  
and from Connectivity+ produced network connectivity 
data, but did not contain the electrical parameter data 
required for analysis such as powerflow. This requires 
detailed attributes covering the electrical impedance  
and ratings of lines and cabling based on the material, 
and configuration. 

The GIS data contains references to standardised line 
types, with varying levels of detail. Older lines and 
cables often contain incomplete data, e.g. the line 
material (aluminium or copper) but not the thickness of 
conductors or cable insulation details. This is common 
for utilities that have assets that can be decades old with 
incomplete asset registers.

Line parameters were populated using a combination of:

•  Line lengths calculated from the geographical 
routing data

•  Matching of asset identifiers with standardised type 
database built from internal spreadsheets and line 
rating documents

•  Agreement of default line parameters for lines based 
on voltage and available parameter data

This process allowed for the population of line rating  
and impedance data for feeder data extracted from 
legacy GIS via AI/ML and Connectivity+. 

Load Disaggregation

To accurately perform economic analysis and powerflow 
studies, the loading data is required for secondary 
substations. SSEN, like most utilities in the UK, has real-
time measurement data at the feeder head (the origin 
point of the 11kV network at the 33/11kV station), but 
real-time measurement at the secondary substations is 
limited to a small percentage of substations (although 
gradually expanding each year).

The calculation of load at the secondary stations 
therefore requires either:

• Sensors to be installed at the secondary stations.

•  Calculation of load based on the summation of all 
downstream loading. This could be accomplished 
via smart meter data if there was high enough 
penetration levels and access was granted.

•  Disaggregation of the feeder head readings down  
to individual substation loads.

Given the cost of installing additional sensors was not 
within the cost or remit of MERLIN this was discounted.

Smart meter and penetration levels in the UK are 
currently <40% [https://www.smart-energy.com/
industry-sectors/smart-meters/23-6-million-smart-
meters-in-gb-but-one-fifth-not-operating-smart/],  
and as the data is not collected directly by the 
distribution network operators, access to raw data is 
limited. The access restrictions and low penetration 
levels discounted its use.

The customer information system provided customers 
counts and information on commercial/industrial loads 
at each secondary station. Consultations with planning 
engineers indicated that a dis-aggregation approach of 
splitting the measured load based on these customer 
numbers and known, committed large-scale loads 
would provide an accurate estimate of the load at each 
station suitable for analysis.

Historical data for each of the feeder heads was  
provided and used to calculate seasonal load profiles 
split by day. This allowed for normalised load profiles  
to be generated for each secondary station.
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Distributed Generation Integration

The public long-term development statement planning 
data contains the small-scale generation connected on 
the network at the 33/11kV substations. This data was 
augmented with datasets from the customer information 
system containing smaller scale generation such as 
photo-voltaic. As many of these are connected in the 
downstream low-voltage feeders, they were added to 
the corresponding secondary stations so their generation 
capabilities could be considered as part of the analysis. 

Security Concerns

The scope, detail, and quality of data that was integrated 
for analysis resulted in a dataset containing detailed, 
sensitive data about the SSEN network. All datasets made 
available by SSEN, with the exception of the public long-
term development statement data, were internal and 
treated as secure, sensitive customer data. 

The system storing this data was hosted internally within 
a private cloud within Open Grid Systems office, with 
external access restricted to authorised MERLIN project 
participants and allow communications encrypted.  
Direct server and database access were restricted to 
within the secure, firewalled Open Grid Systems network.

The suitability of the data to support third parties and 
open data initiatives will need to be assessed by SSEN 
given the scope and detail of the data. 

4.5	 System	Specifications

The following represents the typical hardware 
requirements for Cimphony Concert to store, manage 
and provide access to a system covering different scopes:

System
Data 
Objects

RT 
Readings

Cores Memory Disk

1 BSP 200,000 3,000,000 4 16GB 250GB

1 GSP 1,000,000 20,000,000 16 64GB 1TB

Data 

Conversion
250,000,000 - 48 256GB 128GB

This assumes a Grid Supply Point (GSP) at the  
132/275kV system boundary and BSP at the 132/33kV 
boundary. The data conversion system is based on a 
complete conversion of the full system network data  
and would be running only during the periodic data 
injection, integration and conversion process for a full 
system. 
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4.6  Information and Knowledge Management

4.6.1 Information Management Processes

The full scope of data and its purposes is covered in 2.4 
however the summary is below:

Data Source Purpose

Long Term 
Development 
Statement public 
network data

Excel

Core 33/132kV 
electrical 
connectivity and 
parameter data

Internal planning 
33/132kV models

PSS/E Analysis 
Application

Microsoft Access 
DB

Augment Core 
33/132kV electrical 
model with 
additional details 
omitted from 
public data

Legacy GIS 
Shapefiles

GIS

Augment Core 
33/132kV model 
with GIS cable/
line routing 
and equipment 
locations. Generate 
initial 11kV feeder 
models and LV test 
models

Connectivity+ GIS 
CIM Files

GIS

Updated 11kV 
feeder models 
based on manually 
corrected/verified 
data

Asset Data Sheets
Document Library/
Asset Management 
System

Line impedance 
and ratings 
data integrated 
to provide 
line electrical 
parameters, 
transformer ratings 
data

Historical 
measurement data

PI Historian

Used to build 
load profiles 
for secondary 
substations

Data Source Purpose

Circuit hierarchy 
data 

Customer 
Management 
System

Used to augment 
the legacy GIS 
to CIM feeder 
data conversion, 
and validate 
downstream 
connectivity

Customer data 
Customer 
Management 
System

Total number 
of customers at 
each secondary 
station used to 
disaggregate load 
data

Distributed 
Generation

Customer 
Management 
Systems

Used to augment 
the feeder models 
with distributed 
generation 
information

4.6.2  Knowledge Management Processes

The integrated datasets produced for MERLIN are already 
being used to support other SSEN projects including 
TRANSITION and Near Real-Time Data (NeRDA) as they 
represent the most complete, integrated, and tested 
network data available. The work is also influencing the 
path of other utilities and recent projects initiated by 
the regulator, Ofgem, to develop UK-wide standards for 
electrical data exchange and open data. Specific learning 
from workshops that was disseminated includes:

•  Methodology for converting data of various sources 
into CIM standard

• Creating network models using converted CIM data

• Exporting network models in CIM standard

All learnings are accessible to all via our project website: 
https://project-merlin.co.uk
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5.1  Demonstration Project Evolution

The diagram below shows the original scope of the 
MERLIN project (blue) and how it expanded to link up 
with the TRANSITION and LEO projects (blue/orange).

Evolution of the GridOS Integrated Distribution 
Planning Tool

The GridOS IDP tool is used to simulate the impact of 
flexible services and traditional reinforcement over a 
prolonged period of time. This allows planners to chose 
optimal investment options before they cause any 
constraints on the network. We chose to simulate the 
Fort William and Oxfordshire networks over ten years, 
between 2026 and 2036. 

The original project goal was to perform model studies 
on the entire Fort William and Oxfordshire networks. 
However, when performing the Fort William studies it 
became evident that modelling the entire network would 
be incredibly time consuming, due to the sheer volume 

of data processing, with little reward in terms of  
additional learnings gathered for resources spent. We 
made the decision to focus on a subset of the Fort 
William network which contained two 11kV feeders and 
two 33kV feeders that were interlinked i.e. constraints  
on one of these feeders would impact the others.

Part of the reason for the lengthy modelling studies 
comes down to the amount of load forecast data  
e.g. EV uptake, PV uptake, etc. that we fed into the  
model. We were making use of forecasts at hourly 
granularity in order to determine where constraints 
would occur. The benefit of this is that the model 
produces a set of ‘realistic’ constraints i.e. constraints  
that are likely to occur under normal network operation. 
This type of modelling analysis is especially useful for 
near term forecasting and day-ahead markets, which 
meant we could feed the model results directly from 
GridOS IDP into GridOS TE.

5. Discussion
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However, in practice SSEN is required to model ‘worst 
case’ scenarios rather than the ‘realistic case’ scenarios, 
which we modelled. This is because network operators 
in the UK need to ensure power can be supplied even in 
very rare events e.g. in winter where power usage is very 
high and generation might not be working. Therefore, 
we made the decision to perform a worst-case analysis 
on the Fort William feeders. This decision provided 
valuable insight into the two different styles of modelling 
and how they impact network costs and flexible service 
requirements, which we were able to capture in our 
Economic Report.

Although the scope of modelling in Fort William was 
reduced, it was significantly increased for Oxfordshire. 
This was because we now had to meet the TRANSITION 
modelling requirements, which needed to be accurate  
to a point that it reflected what our engineers in the 
control room had access to. This meant significantly 
more effort was spent building and testing the entire 
Oxfordshire network model. It should be noted that 
MERLIN’s involvement was restricted to building and 
testing the Oxfordshire network model. The live trials 
will be performed by the TRANSITION project later  
this year and next.

Evolution of the GridOS Transactive Energy Tool

The GridOS TE tool is used to facilitate day ahead trading 
of flexible services. The original project goal was to 
trial the Opus One GridOS TE tool on the LEO project 
partners, who provide flexible services in the Oxfordshire 
region, using simulated network data. This would be the 
first live trial of a day ahead market for flexible service 
provision performed by SSEN. The learnings from this  
trial would then help shape the TRANSITION project, 
which focusses on building the infrastructure required    
to manage flexible services using operational network 
data, rather than simulated network data. 

Halfway through the MERLIN project, Opus One were 
selected as the preferred supplier, as part of a tender 
process, to provide the infrastructure required to enable 
flexible services for the TRANSITION project. This meant 
that the GridOS TE tool would now be used for live 
operational trials. 

The decision was made to stop the simulated trials 
and instead focus on supporting the live operational 
TRANSITION trials, which also used the LEO participants. 
In order to provide synergy between the three projects, 
MERLIN focussed on development and testing of the 
GridOS TE tool to make sure it would be operationally 
ready for the TRANSITION and LEO live operational trials. 
Overall, this enabled us to move the GridOS TE tool to  
a higher TRL level than would have been possible with 
the MERLIN trials alone.

It should also be noted that at the start of the project 
we assumed we would be able to obtain willingness 
to pay (WTP) information from the LEO flexible service 
participants. We planned to use this data as an input to 
the cost benefit analysis (CBA), which would compare 
day ahead markets with long term contracts. However, 
as the project progressed it became evident that flexible 
service participants had no incentive to truthfully 
disclose accurate WTP data as part of a simulation 
exercise. Instead, University of Cambridge Energy Policy 
Research Group (EPRG) created a choice card survey, 
which was used to gauge experience and risk appetite 
for participating in day ahead markets and long-term 
contracts. This was then used as part of our economic 
evaluation on flexible services.

There were also plans to install substation monitoring 
equipment to measure the actual impact of flexible 
services vs the impact stated by the service provider. 
However, we did not install any additional monitors 
due to SSEN preventing planned shutdowns during the 
coronavirus pandemic. We could have requested a move 
of the money set aside for this installation to a future 
date, but SSEN made a decision to roll out substation 
monitoring as part of business as usual activities, so we 
did not claim this under innovation funds. 
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Evolution of the Cimphony tool

The original plan for Open Grid System’s Cimphony 
tool was to convert SSEN network data into common 
information model (CIM) data. This CIM data would then 
be provided to the GridOS IDP tool where we would  
then be able to run model simulation exercises.

During the data gathering phase of the project, OGS 
spotted inefficiencies in the way SSEN built 11kV network 
models i.e. no live 11kV network models existed, they 
had to be created from scratch, which can take up to a 
week to complete, due to the large and often incomplete 
data sets required. This wasn’t so much of an issue in the 
past as network planners were only required to perform 
network analysis on an ad-hoc basis e.g. when new 
connections were required. However, more and more 
distributed energy and flexible services are now being 
connected to our network, which means these 11kV 
models are increasingly in high demand and straining 
resources.

To resolve this issue and still meet the original project 
objectives, OGS not only converted SSEN network data 
into CIM format, but also built algorithms designed to 
automate the 11kV network model building process. This 
essentially meant that 11kV models could now be built 
instantaneously vs a week. The majority of algorithmic 
work took place using the Fort William network data and 
then developed further as more operational data  
became available through the course of the project.

The Cimphony tool was also used to assist with the 
building of the Oxfordshire network models that are 
being used in the TRANSITION project. This meant 
a wider array of operational data was then collected 
from SSEN and processed through Cimphony than was 
originally planned.

Work was also carried out to test the Cimphony model 
outputs across other networks outside of Fort William 
and Oxfordshire to prove the algorithms worked on a 
variety of circuits, which was also not part of the original 
project scope.

5.2 Challenges Encountered, Lessons Learned

The project faced a few challenges and learned some  
key lessons, as detailed below: 

Project initiation: The project was delayed by three 
months due to an EU funding regulation that meant  
Opus One could not be considered project partners. 
SSEN therefore had to sub-contract Opus One and  
re-write the application document to exclude them.  
Now we are aware of this funding regulation we can 
ensure no project delays will occur due to this reason 
again.

Data quality & gathering: Building accurate data models 
requires large amounts of data from different sources. 
Building data models that are fit for operational use 
require even larger data sources that need to be as up 
to date as possible. The time to acquire and cleanse this 
data was much longer than originally anticipated as the 
data is spread across multiple teams, with different access 
rights. The main lesson learned from this is that SSEN 
requires better processes in place to provide accurate and 
up to date data. This problem has been highlighted to the 
business and plans are now in place to remedy the data 
issues as part of SSEN’s RIIO-ED2 digitalisation strategy. 
On a more positive note, the work that we were able to 
do within the Cimphony tool proves that making this data 
available can lead to significant efficiency improvements.

Manipulating & Importing data: One of the most time-
consuming elements of the project was importing load 
and generation forecast data into the Opus One IDP tool. 
The load and generation forecast data was at postcode 
level, which had to then be transferred to a format that 
the network model could read it in, called network 
reference numbers (NRNs). Opus One spent several 
months manipulating this forecast data into a format that 
was usable. The next issue was importing the forecast 
data into the GridOS IDP tool. This had to be done 
through unique Python scripting. Due to limitations in  
the design of the IDP tool a large number of Python 
scripts had to be written to transfer the forecast data, 
which was held in over 50 individual spreadsheets. 
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This too took several months to complete. SSEN has  
now updated the load forecast data moving forward  
so that we can attribute NRNs, which resolves one issue  
and Opus One are continuing to develop their tool  
within the TRANSITION project to uptake forecast data  
at a faster rate based on the lessons learned from 
MERLIN.

IT Security: As an electricity network operator, SSEN is 
counted as critical national infrastructure and as such  
has strict IT security processes and procedures. It took  
6 months to get sign off from IT security before we were 
able to share any data with our technology partners or 
use their systems. In hindsight we would have begun the 
IT security process far earlier and requested additional 
resources for this task.

5.3  Key Performance Indicators and    
 other Metrics

We used a variety of KPI’s and metrics throughout 
the project to assist with project management. These 
included:

• Project risk log and risk heat map

• Action log

• Issue log

• Dependency log

• Decision log

• Safety, Health & Environment (SHE) risk log

• Project learning log & learning capture plan

• Deliverables log

• Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM)

• Quad of aims (QoA)

• Stakeholder engagement & RACI matrix

• Live budget tracker

• Project plan/schedule & Gantt chart

5.4 Knowledge Products and Availability 

All project outputs/deliverables have been posted in  
the library section of the MERLIN web page and are  
freely available for all to access.

See https://project-merlin.co.uk for more details. 

For additional information related to the Opus One 
GridOS IDP and TE tools contact 
jlam@opusonesolutions.com.

For additional information related to Open Grid System’s 
Cimphony tool contact alan@opengrid.com. 
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At this point it is important to ask the question,  
“where would we be if this project did not go ahead?” 

From SSEN’s perspective, we would not understand  
the true value and capabilities of utilising CIM modelling 
tools. We would not have been able to influence  
business strategy and likely not have included the use 
of these tools in our RIIO-ED2 Business Plan / Digital 
Strategy, or in other innovation projects such as NeRDA. 
This would mean improvements to network modelling 
would take longer to achieve and we would be at risk 
of not being able to support growing flexible service 
requirements. Likewise, if we hadn’t developed and 
tested a day ahead market tool or advanced planning 
tool, we would be set back several years in being able to 
support flexible services on our network. Not only this 
but the work performed throughout MERLIN has been 
extremely beneficial in terms of supporting internal SSEN 
teams working on CIM conversion of network models, 
11kV model building and assisting the TRANSITION / Leo 
projects, saving on costs and increasing efficiency.

From Opus One’s perspective, MERLIN has been a  
launch pad for the Canadian-based company to operate 
in the UK market. Without MERLN it is unlikely that 
Opus One would have won additional tenders for the 
TRANSITION project or for Scottish Power, or even know 
such tenders existed. Furthermore, UK citizens are now 
being employed by Opus One as they expand in the UK. 
This is a good news story for post-Brexit co-operation 
between UK and Canada that would not have been 
possible without MERLIN.

OGS, a local Glasgow-based company, may not have 
been able to grow their business and win additional 
contracts with SSEN if they didn’t have the opportunity 
to showcase the value of CIM tools through MERLIN. 
University of Cambridge EPRG would not have had the 
opportunity to established strong links with a UK DNO, 
which will likely lead to future collaborative work and 
assist with future research projects.

Hydro Ottawa would not have had the opportunity to 
work so closely with a UK DNO or understand how 
UK innovation funds are rapidly impacting the Energy 
Sector. Without MERLIN Hydro Ottawa would be less 
able to influence internal business strategy to focus on 
innovation projects.

6. Concluding Remarks
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